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ANALYSIS OF THE FESHBACH–SCHUR METHOD FOR THE
FOURIER SPECTRAL DISCRETIZATIONS OF SCHRÖDINGER

OPERATORS

GENEVIÈVE DUSSON, ISRAEL MICHAEL SIGAL, AND BENJAMIN STAMM

Abstract. In this article, we propose a new numerical method and its analysis
to solve eigenvalue problems for self-adjoint Schrödinger operators, by combin-
ing the Feshbach–Schur perturbation theory with the spectral Fourier discretiza-
tion. In order to analyze the method, we establish an abstract framework of
Feshbach–Schur perturbation theory with minimal regularity assumptions on
the potential that is then applied to the setting of the new spectral Fourier dis-
cretization method. Finally, we present some numerical results that underline
the theoretical findings.

1. Introduction

In this article, we address the problem of the computation of eigenvalues of
self-adjoint Schrödinger operators (quantum Hamiltonians) of the form

H = −∆ + V.

Our main results are a priori error estimates for the approximation error of the
eigenvalue and eigenfunction for a new method allowing irregular potentials be-
yond the regularity assumptions within the standard variational setting [2, 1, 12].
The main ingredient of this method and its analysis is a reduction of this infinite-
dimensional problem to a finite-dimensional one in a fully controlled way with
an effective estimate of the error terms, using the Feshbach–Schur map (FSM)
method. This method originated in works of I. Schur on the Dirichlet problem in
planar domains and H. Feshbach, on resonances in nuclear physics, and was then
developed independently in numerical analysis, computational quantum chemistry
and mathematical physics, see [16, 18] with the original techniques called variously
the Feshbach projection and Schur complements methods.

We combine this approach with spectral Fourier discretizations which are widely
used in numerical methods in electronic structure calculation, especially for con-
densed matter simulations and in materials science, and known in this community
as planewave discretization. Electronic structure calculation is indeed one of the
problems we have in our sight. And one particular very useful aspect of planewaves
is that they are eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator, entering the Hamiltonian
H = −∆ + V that needs to be diagonalized in order to determine the electronic
structure of the system.
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Our analysis is thus relying on non-variational perturbative techniques. Perturbation-
based approaches have a long history in quantum mechanics. For example, dif-
ferent perturbation methods have been proposed, such as [4, 22], traditionally to
introduce more physical details e.g. many-particle interactions in a given approx-
imation. The mathematical justification has been provided by the seminal work
of Kato [21]. Perturbation methods have also been used to study van der Waals
interactions between two hydrogen atoms in the dissociation limit in a mathemat-
ically rigorous way in [7, 11]. More recently, a post-processing strategy has been
proposed by some of the authors for planewave discretizations for non-linear eigen-
value problems [8, 9, 10, 15], which considers the exact solution as a perturbation
of the discrete (using the planewave basis) approximation.

This is in spirit not so far from so-called two-grid methods, where a first problem
is solved on a coarse basis, i.e. in a small discretization space, and a small problem
is solved on a fine basis. In the case of eigenvalue problems using a same Hamil-
tonian H = −∆ +V as in this article, two-grid and three-grid methods have been
proposed e.g. in [14, 27] within a variational approximation. A two-grid method
has also been proposed for nonlinear eigenvalue problems of a Gross–Pitaevskii
type equation in [5].

As emphasized above, we extend in this article the FSM-method to establish
finite-dimensional approximations based on the spectral Fourier basis to solve
the Schrödinger eigenvalue problem with controlled errors on the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. To be a little more concrete, we define a new problem in a coarse,
finite-dimensional, subspace XM ⊂ X spanned by Fourier modes yielding the exact
eigenvalue one would obtain when computing it in the infinite-dimensional space X.
Indeed, our contribution follows a new Ansatz based on the question: Can we find
a discrete Hamiltonian acting on the finite-dimensional space XM that has the
exact eigenvalue λ? of the original Hamiltonian (acting on X) as eigenvalue? It
turns that the answer is yes, but that the discrete Hamiltonian depends itself on λ?,
through the Feshbach–Schur (FS) -map, leading to an eigenvalue problem in XM
that is nonlinear in the spectral parameter. Not surprisingly, the map cannot be
computed exactly but only be approximated through a fast decaying series, that
is truncated based on a parameter K, and which requires computations in a larger
space XN with XM ⊂ XN ⊂ X. However, this defines a new numerical method
that is defined by the three parameters σ = (N,M,K) and that can be rigorously
analysed. In this work we quantify the error introduced due to the discretization
parameters σ = (N,M,K).

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the problem and
numerical method that is used to find approximations thereof, as well as the
main approximation result of the article and the error bounds on the eigenvalues.
Section 3 provides the above-mentioned abstract framework of Feshbach–Schur
perturbation theory based on the regularized version of form-boundedness whereas
Section 4 contains some technical results needed to prove the main result which
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follows in Section 5. Finally, we present in Section 6 some numerical results to
illustrate the convergence as well as the error bounds, and we conclude with some
perspectives in Section 7.

2. Set-up and results

2.1. Problem statement. In order to simplify the notation, we consider a cubic
latticeR = LZd (L > 0, d = 1, 2, 3), but all our arguments straightforwardly apply
to the general case of any Bravais lattice. In this paper we are interested in the
spectral theory of the self-adjoint Schrödinger operators (quantum Hamiltonians)

H := −∆ + V,

with reasonably regular, R-periodic potentials V , acting on the Hilbert space

L2per :=
{
u ∈ L2

loc(Rd)
∣∣ u is R-periodic

}
,

endowed with the scalar product 〈u, v〉 =
∫

Ω
u(r) v(r) dr and the induced norm

‖ · ‖, where Ω = [0, L)d is the chosen fundamental cell of the lattice R = LZd.
Note that V acts as a multiplicative operator, whereas V is either a function (in
the more regular case) or a distribution (in the less regular case), whose regularity
will be discussed shortly.

Specifically, we would like to solve the eigenvalue problem

Hϕ = λϕ, (1)

in a space X ⊂ H1
per. Here, H1

per is the Sobolev space of index 1 of periodic functions
on Ω, which is defined in precise terms later on and equation (1) is considered in
the weak sense.

To this end we use the Feshbach–Schur method to reduce the problem to a finite
dimensional one. To simplify the exposition, we will assume that the eigenvalue of
interest λ? is isolated, which is true for the smallest eigenvalue under fairly general
assumptions of V , see Theorems XIII.46 - XIII.48 of the textbook [25]. We denote
by ‖ · ‖ the operator norm on L(L2per), the space of bounded linear operators on

L2per. To formulate our condition on the potential V , we introduce the following
norm measuring its regularity

‖V ‖r := ‖(−∆ + Id)−1/2+r/2V (−∆ + Id)−1/2+r/2‖,
where the operator (−∆ + Id)s is defined by the Fourier transform (cf. Appendix
A). In what follows, we thus assume that the potential V satisfies the following
condition.

Assumption 1. The potential V is real, R-periodic and satisfies

‖V ‖r <∞ for some r > 0.

Assumption 1 implies that V is ∆-form bounded [13, 24], which corresponds
to r = 0. The latter, weaker property implies that H (a) is self-adjoint; (b) is
bounded below and (c) has purely discrete spectrum (see e.g. [13, 24, 25, 20]).
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Moreover, potentials V belonging to the Sobolev spaces, Hsper := (−∆ + 1)s/2L2per

satisfy this assumption as shown in Appendix A, Lemma 13 for r ≤ s + 1 and
r < 1 + s

2
− d

4
. In terms of Sobolev spaces, Assumption 1 states that V , as an

operator, maps H1−r
per into H−1+r

per .

As an example, we note that the Coulomb potential V (x) = Z
|x| in three dimen-

sions (d = 3) satisfies V ∈ Hsper, s < 1/2. Thus, in view of the above discussion we

conclude that Assumption 1 is satisfied for any r < 1/2. For potentials V ∈ L2per,
thus with s = 0, the above discussion yields that Assumption 1 is satisfied for any
r < 1− d

4
.

2.2. Approach. In our approach, we reduce the exact infinite dimensional eigen-
value problem to a finite dimensional one in a controlled way for fairly irregular
potentials. Of course, we have to pay a price for this, which is that at one point
we solve a one-dimensional fixed point problem that can be equivalently seen as
a non-linear eigenvalue problem. A key ingredient of our method is the finite di-
mensional space and the corresponding orthogonal projection onto which we map
the original problem to obtain a reduced, finite-dimensional one.

Let XM denote the subspace of L2per spanned by the eigenfunctions of −∆ on R,
with eigenvalues smaller than ρM , as

XM =

 ∑
k∈R∗,|k|≤M

ûkek(x)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ û∗k = û−k, ûk ∈ C

 , (2)

where ek(x) = |Ω|− 1
2 eik·x (Fourier modes, also called planewaves), R∗ = 2π

L
Zd,

and

ρM :=

(
2πM

L

)2

.

Let PM be the L2per-orthogonal projection onto XM and P⊥M := Id − PM . We
consider the Galerkin approximation of the linear Hamiltonian H := −∆ + V,

HM := PM(−∆ + V )PM .

Let ϕ denote an eigenfunction of (1), introduce the projections ϕM = PMϕ and
ϕ⊥M = P⊥Mϕ and project the exact eigenvalue problem (1) onto the subspace XM
and its complement X⊥M to obtain

PM(HM − λ)ϕM = −PMV ϕ⊥M , (3)

P⊥M(H⊥M − λ)ϕ⊥M = −P⊥MV ϕM , (4)

whereH⊥M := P⊥MHP⊥M . Here and in the remainder of this article, we abuse notation
and write λ instead of λId in order to denote the multiplicative operator. Next,
in Appendix A, we prove the following
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Lemma 1. Let Assumption 1 hold and define κM := ρM − (ρM + 1) ρ−rM ‖V ‖r.
Then

H⊥M ≥ κM on RanP⊥M . (5)

Here, Ran denotes the range (or image) of the following operator.
Thus for λ < κM , the operator H⊥M −λ is invertible and we can solve (4) for ϕ⊥M

and thus ϕ⊥M = −(H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥MV ϕM . Substituting the result into (3), we obtain
the non-linear eigenvalue problem(

HM + UM(λ)
)
ϕM = λϕM , (6)

where we introduced the effective interaction UM(λ) : XM → XM , or a Schur
complement,

UM(λ) := −PMV P⊥M(H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥MV PM . (7)

We then have the following proposition, which is proved in Appendix A.

Proposition 1. For each λ such that λ < κM , UM(λ) is a well-defined operator
as a product of three maps: PM , V and P⊥M(H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥M between various but
matching Sobolev spaces.

Now, we construct a completely computable approximation of the eigenvalue
problem (6), with the operators involved being sums of products of finite matrices.
Namely, we expand the resolvent (H⊥M −λ)−1

|RanP⊥M
= (−∆ +V ⊥M −λ)−1

|RanP⊥M
in (7) in

the formal Neumann series in V ⊥M := P⊥MV P⊥M , then truncate this series at K ∈ N
and replace the projections P⊥M = Id − PM by PNM := PN − PM , with N > M .
Introducing the notation

GNM(λ) := (−∆− λ)|−1
RanPNM

(8)

and V N
M := PNMV PNM , we obtain the following truncated effective interaction

Uσ(λ) := −PMV PNMRσ(λ)PNMV PM , (9)

where σ := (N,M,K) and Rσ(λ) :=
∑K

k=0(−1)k
[
GNM(λ)V N

M

]k
GNM(λ). Since all

the operators involved in (9) are finite matrices, this family is well-defined and
computable. Now, we define Hσ(λ) := HM + Uσ(λ) on XM and consider the
eigenvalue problem: find an eigenvalue λσi and the corresponding eigenfunctions
ϕσi ∈ XM such that

Hσ(λσi)ϕσi = λσiϕσi. (10)

Next, we define the approximate ‘lifting’ operator whose origin will be become
clear in the next section:

Qσ(λ) := Id−Rσ(λ)PNMV PM . (11)
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Note that in the case of N = M there holds PNM = 0, Uσ(λ) = 0, and thus,
equation (10) (and (6)) simply reduces to the variational approximation involving
the Hamiltonian HM .

2.3. Main results. Within this manuscript, we denote by . upper bounds in-
volving constants that do not depend on the parameters σ = (N,M,K), α, r, ‖V ‖r.
Then, we have the following result, whose proof will be provided in Section 5.

Theorem 1. Let Assumption 1 hold, let λ? be an isolated eigenvalue of H of finite
multiplicity m, with eigenfunctions ϕi, and let γ0 denote the gap between λ? and
the rest of the spectrum of H.

Then, there exists α > 0 and M0 ∈ N such that for N ≥M ≥M0, problem (10)
has m solutions (ϕσi, λσi) ∈ XM × [λ? − γ0

2
, λ? + γ0

2
] approximating (ϕi, λ?) in the

following sense:

|λ? − λσi| . (λ? + α)
‖V ‖2

r

αr
ε(σ, r, V ), (12)

‖ϕi −Qσ(λσi)ϕσi‖ . ‖V ‖r
[
1 +

λ◦
γ0

‖V ‖r
αr

]
ε(σ, r, V ), (13)

where λ◦ = λ? + γ0 + α and

ε(σ, r, V ) := ρ−rN + ρ−rM
[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]K+1
.

This Theorem is subject to several remarks.

Remark 1. Note that ε is equivalent to

ε(σ, r, V ) ≈ N−2r +M−2r
[
4
(
L
2π

)2r
M−2r‖V ‖r

]K+1

,

where the equivalence constants do not depend on the parameters σ = (N,M,K), r, α, V .

Remark 2. In some cases, for instance in multi-scale problems, one might be
only interested in the coarse-scale solution, i.e. the best-approximation in the
coarse space XM given by PMϕi. In such cases, a useful byproduct of the proof of
Theorem 1 is the following estimate

‖(−∆ + Id)s(PMϕi − ϕσi)‖ .
λ◦
γ0

‖V ‖2
r

αr
ρsM ε(σ, r, V ), (14)

for any s ≥ 0, which thus compares the eigenfunctions in the space XM .

Remark 3. Note that convergence of the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions can
be achieved by taking the limit K,N → ∞ for fixed M ≥ M0. For practical
purposes, the idea is to set N large enough so that the error is dominated by the
error introduced in K < +∞.

Further, note that the eigenvalue and eigenvector errors have the same rate of
convergence with respect to K. However, the error in the eigenvector depends on
the gap γ0 while the error in the eigenvalue does not.
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The estimate with respect to N in Theorem 1 is not sharp in all cases, in
particular for sufficiently regular potentials V . Nonetheless, our analysis has the
merit of presenting the convergence result in one combined analysis based on
perturbative techniques which also holds for low regularities of the potential where
standard a priori convergence results of the variational approximation do not hold.
In fact, still in the low regularity regime, an estimate of the variational problem
can be obtained by setting K →∞ or M = N .

Note that we can adapt the result whenever a priori approximation results are
available by employing the triangle inequality. Indeed, if the potential V belongs
to the Sobolev space V ∈ Hsper, with s > d/2, we resort to a priori results in
a first place to obtain a sharp bound with respect to N , see e.g., [1, 6, 3], and
also [23] for a certain class of discontinuous potentials in H1/2−ε for all ε > 0, in
two dimensions.

More precisely, we consider H acting on XN directly, i.e. substituting H by
HN := PNHPN and using X = XN with variational solution (ϕN , λN), assuming a
simple eigenvalue for simplicity. It is important to note that problem (10) remains
unchanged and thus, the result of Theorem 1 holds with

ε̃(σ, r, V ) := ρ−rM
[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]K+1
,

but where the exact solution is substituted by (ϕN , λN). Proceeding then by the
triangle inequality yields

|λ? − λσi| ≤ |λ? − λN |+ |λN − λσi|,
‖ϕi −Qσ(λσi)ϕσi‖ ≤ ‖ϕi − ϕN‖+ ‖ϕN −Qσ(λσi)ϕσi‖.

Combining then the aforementioned a priori estimates from [1, 6, 3] for the first
terms of the right hand sides with Theorem 1 for the latter parts yields the fol-
lowing corollary.

Corollary 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 and if V ∈ Hsper, s > d/2, then

|λ? − λσi| ≤ C
(
N−(2s+2) + ε̃(σ, r, V )

)
,

‖ϕi −Qσ(λσi)ϕσi‖ ≤ C
(
N−(s+2) + ε̃(σ, r, V )

)
,

for some constant C > 0 independent on σ = (N,M,K).

Remark 4. Instead of the space XM defined in (2) spanned by the eigenfunctions
of −∆ on R, we could have taken another finite dimensional approximation of the
space L2(R).

Remark 5. Given a sequence of larger and larger finite dimensional spaces, one
could apply the FS maps consequently with larger and larger projections. In par-
ticular, this could lead to a version of a multigrid technique.
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2.4. Theoretical background. Let us shed light on the theoretical foundation
on the eigenvalue formulation in form of (6), instead of (1). For a pair of projec-
tions P and P⊥ such that P +P⊥ = Id, we define the set DP of operators H on a
Hilbert space such that H⊥ := P⊥HP⊥ is invertible on RanP⊥ and the operators
HP and PH are bounded. Furthermore, for an operator H ∈ DP , we define the
bounded operator

FP (H) := P (H −HR⊥H)P, (15)

where R⊥ := P⊥(H⊥)−1P⊥, acting on the subspace RanP . Our approach is based
on the following results, originally presented in [18, Theorem 11.1].

Theorem 3. Let P and P⊥ be a pair of projections such that P + P⊥ = Id.
Then FP : H → FP (H), considered as a map from the subspace DP into the space
of bounded operators acting on the subspace RanP , is isospectral in the following
sense: if an operator H and a number λ ∈ R are such that H − λ ∈ DP , then

(a) λ ∈ σ(H) ⇐⇒ 0 ∈ σ(FP (H − λ));
(b) Hψ = λψ ⇐⇒ FP (H − λ)ϕ = 0;
(c) dimNull(H − λ) = dimNullFP (H − λ).

Moreover, ψ and ϕ in (b) are related as ϕ = Pψ and ψ = QP (λ)ϕ, where

QP (λ) := P − P⊥ (H⊥ − λ)−1P⊥HP.

Finally, if H is self-adjoint, then so is FP (H).

Here, Null denotes the null space (or kernel) of the following operator. The
map FP on the space of operators, is called the Feshbach–Schur map. The relation
ψ = QP (λ)ϕ allows us to reconstruct the full eigenfunction from the projected one.
By statement (a), we have

Corollary 4. Let νi(λ) denote the i-th eigenvalue of the operator FP (H − λ) + λ
for each λ in an interval I ⊂ R. Then, there exists a bijection between the
eigenvalues of H in I and the solutions of the equation

νi(λ) = λ.

In the current setting of the spectral Fourier approximations, P = PM , P⊥ =
P⊥M , Proposition 1 implies that the results of Theorem 3 apply for each choice of
M ∈ N and yield

FPM (H− λ) = HM(λ)− λPM , (16)

where we introduced the notation

HM(λ) := HM + UM(λ). (17)

Note thatHM(λ) is exactly the operator entering (6). Thus, we have the following.

Corollary 5. Let λ ∈ C with Reλ < κM . Then

(a) Hψ = λψ ⇐⇒ (HM(λ)− λ)ϕM = 0;
(b) dimNull(H− λ) = dimNull(HM(λ)− λ).
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(c) ψ and ϕ in (a) are related as ϕM = PMψ and ψ = QM(λ)ϕM , where

QM(λ) = Id− (H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥MV PM . (18)

i.e. the corresponding eigenfunction can be reconstructed from ϕM by an
explicit linear map.

This result shows that the original infinite-dimensional spectral problem (1) is
equivalent to the finite dimensional spectral problem (6) which is nonlinear in
the spectral parameter λ. We now state a few properties of the effective inter-
action UM(λ), in order to characterize the solutions of the fixed-point problems
νi(λ) = λ. First, we give a definition. A family of bounded, self-adjoint opera-
tors T (λ) : X → X, with λ ∈ I ⊂ R, is said to be monotonically decreasing if
T (λ) < T (λ′), in the sense of quadratic forms (i.e. 〈u, T (λ)u〉 < 〈u, T (λ′)u〉), for
all λ > λ′. Similarly, one can define increasing, non-increasing, and non-decreasing
families of operators. If T (λ) is a weakly differentiable family, then, by the fun-
damental theorem of calculus, if T ′(λ) ≤ 0 and is not identically 0, then T (λ) is
monotonically decreasing.

Proposition 2. For λ ∈ R such that λ < κM , UM(λ) is (i) non-positive, (ii)
monotonically decreasing with λ, (iii) vanishing as λ→ −∞. For λ ∈ C such that
Reλ < κM , UM(λ) is (iv) complex analytic in λ and (v) symmetric.

Proof. Properties (i)-(iv) follow directly from definition (7) and Lemma 1 above.
For the last one, we use that H is self-adjoint. �

Proposition 3. Denote by νMi(λ) the i-th eigenvalue of HM(λ) and assume that
the i-th eigenvalue of H is less than κM . Then, the equation νMi(λ) = λ has a
unique solution in the interval (−∞, κM).

Proof. Since, for λ < κM , UM(λ) is symmetric, the operator HM(λ) defined by
(17) is (a) self-adjoint, (b) monotonically decreasing with λ, (c) converging to HM
as λ→ −∞, (d) is complex analytic in λ for Reλ < κM . We deduce from (b) that
the functions νMi are decreasing on (−∞, κM) and thus, if the i-th eigenvalue of
H is less than κM , the equation νMi(λ) = λ has a unique solution (that equals the
i-th eigenvalue of H). �

Note also that limλ→−∞ νMi(λ) is the i-th eigenvalue of HM which is larger than
the i-th eigenvalue of H due to the variational principle.

These considerations motivate the numerical strategies to compute solutions
to (10) in the following section.

2.5. Numerical strategy. In order to find solutions to the non-linear eigenvalue
problem (10), we propose two strategies:

Strategy 1: For a fixed index i = 1, . . . ,M , consider the sequence of iterates λ
(j)
σ

obtained by

λ(j)
σ : is the i-th eigenvalue of Hσ(λ(j−1)

σ ). (19)
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We thus introduce the notation νσi(λ) denoting the i-th eigenvalue (counting mul-

tiplicities) of the Hamiltonian Hσ(λ) and thus have λ
(j)
σ = νσi(λ

(j−1)
σ ). The limit

value λσ := limj→∞ λ
(j)
σ then satisfies λσ = νσi(λσ) and thus (10).

Strategy 2: For a given target value λt ∈ R, consider the sequence of iterates

λ
(j)
σ obtained by

λ(j)
σ : is the eigenvalue of Hσ(λ(j−1)

σ ) closest to λt. (20)

We thus introduce the notation νσt(λ) denoting the eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian

Hσ(λ) closest to λt and thus have λ
(j)
σ = νσt(λ

(j−1)
σ ). The limit value λσ :=

limj→∞ λ
(j)
σ then satisfies λσ = νσt(λσ) and thus (10).

In both cases, as outlined in the upcoming Remark 10, convergence of the fixed-
point maps (19) and (20) can be guaranteed under some conditions and for N,M
large enough.

Remark 6. This numerical strategy can be easily extended for eigenvalues with
multiplicity higher than one. Indeed, using Proposition 3, provided that the sought
eigenvalue is less than κM , one can iteratively compute a given number of the low-
est eigenvalues of the operator Hσ(λσ), with λσ updated at each iteration, matching
a close value of the multiple eigenvalue. At convergence, this eigenvalue and the
multiplicity will match the exact one, up to an error given in Theorem 1. Regard-
ing bands of eigenvalues, one could as well iteratively compute a given number
of the lowest eigenvalues of the operators Hσ(λσi), with the λσi updated at each
iteration, but this multiplies the number of problems that have to be solved by the
number of eigenvalues in the band. To do it in an efficient manner would re-
quire to consider a density-matrix formalism, in order to consider all interesting
eigenvectors together, but this goes beyond the scope of the present paper.

The complexity of the numerical method can be summarized as follows:

(1) We assume that the resolution of the non-linearity with the iterative scheme
(19) or (20) requires J iterations.

(2) At each iteration j = 1, . . . , J , one requires the resolution of an eigenvalue
problem with O(Md) degrees of freedom and we assume that this problem
is solved with an iterative solver using JMevp matrix-vector multiplications.

(3) The computation of one matrix-vector product corresponding to the Hamil-
tonian HM + UM(λ) = −PM∆PM + PMV PM + UM(λ) contains three parts.
(i) the matrix corresponding to PM∆PM is diagonal in the Fourier basis;
(ii) the application of PMV PM can be effected using the Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) on the grid XM and scales as Md log(Md);
(iii) the matrix-vector product corresponding with the application of the
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multiplicative potential Uσ(λ). For convenience we recall here its defini-
tion:

Uσ(λ) = −PMV PNM

(
K∑
k=0

(−1)k
[
GNM(λ)V N

M

]k
GNM(λ)

)
PNMV PM ,

with GNM(λ) = (−∆−λ)|−1
RanPNM

. The application of GNM(λ) scales as Nd−Md

and the application of the potentials PMV PNM , V N
M and PNMV PM can be

performed again using the FFT on the entire grid XN and it scales as
Nd log(Nd).

The overall complexity is thus proportional to

J × JMevp ×
(
Md +Md log(Md) + (K + 3)Nd log(Nd) + (K + 2)(Nd −Md)

)
In contrast, following the same notation, the variational problem requires a com-
plexity of

JNevp ×Nd log(Nd)

Therefore in order to compare the methods, it depends on J × JMevp(K + 3) versus

JNevp at comparable accuracy.
Finally, we emphasize that the focus of the present paper is to present the

numerical analysis of this new method, which covers cases where the analysis of
the standard variational approximation does not hold and efficiency becomes a
secondary factor.

3. Perturbation estimates

In this article, we often deal with the following eigenvalue perturbation problem:
Given an operator H on a Hilbert space X of the form

H = H0 +W, (21)

where H0 is an operator with some isolated eigenvalues and W is small in an
appropriate norm, show thatH has eigenvalues near those ofH0 and estimate these
eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors. We therefore start by presenting
an abstract theory which will be applied to our concrete problem in the following
sections.

Specifically, we assume that H and H0 are self-adjoint and bounded from below
and that W is α-form-bounded w.r.t. of H0, in the sense that for α ∈ R such that
H0 + α is a positive operator (H0 + α > 0), we have

‖W‖H0,α := ‖(H0 + α)−1/2W (H0 + α)−1/2‖ <∞, (22)

where (H0 +α)−s, s > 0, is defined either by the spectral theory or by the explicit
formula

(H0 + α)−s := cα

∫ ∞
0

(H0 + α + ω)−1dω/ωs,
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where cα := [
∫∞

0
(α + ω)−1dω/ωs]−1. This notion is equivalent to that of the

relative form-boundedness, but it gives an important quantification of the latter.
We also note here that, by a known result about relatively form-bounded opera-

tors (see e.g. [24, 20]), if H0 is a self-adjoint, bounded below operator on X and W
is symmetric and α-form-bounded w.r.t. of H0, then H = H0 +W is self-adjoint.

We start with a general result on the eigenvalue difference.

Proposition 4. Let H0 be a self-adjoint bounded below operator on X and W
symmetric and α-form-bounded w.r.t. of H0, and let H = H0 +W . Let α ∈ R be
such that H0 + α > 0. Then the eigenvalues of H and H0 satisfy the estimates

|νi(H)− νi(H0)| ≤ (νi(H0) + α)‖W‖H0,α, (23)

where νi(A) denotes the i-th eigenvalue of the operator A.

Proof. Let u ∈ X be arbitrary and define v = (H0 +α)1/2u noting that (H0 +α) >
0. Then,

〈u,Hu〉 = 〈u,H0u〉+ 〈v, (H0 + α)−1/2W (H0 + α)−1/2v〉.
Note that

〈v, (H0 + α)−1/2W (H0 + α)−1/2v〉 ≤ ‖W‖H0,α〈v, v〉 = ‖W‖H0,α〈u, (H0 + α)u〉,
and therefore

〈u,H0u〉 (1− ‖W‖H0,α)− α‖u‖2‖W‖H0,α ≤ 〈u,Hu〉
≤ 〈u,H0u〉 (1 + ‖W‖H0,α) + α‖u‖2‖W‖H0,α.

Using the min-max principle (Courant–Fisher), there holds

νi(H0) (1− ‖W‖H0,α)− α‖W‖H0,α ≤ νi(H) ≤ νi(H0) (1 + ‖W‖H0,α) + α‖W‖H0,α,

which leads to the result. �

Let us now assume that λ0 is an isolated eigenvalue of H0 of finite multiplicity
m and let P0 be the orthogonal projection onto the span of the the eigenfunctions
of H0 corresponding to the eigenvalue λ0, and let P⊥0 := Id − P0. We further
introduce H0,−λ := H⊥0 − λP⊥0 and thus H0,α = H⊥0 + αP⊥0 .

Let γ0 denote the gap of λ0 to its closest eigenvalue in the remaining spectrum
of H0 and we introduce the spectral interval I0 = [λ0 − 1

2
γ0, λ0 + 1

2
γ0].

Our next result gives estimates on the difference of eigenvectors of H and H0,
as well as on the difference of their corresponding eigenvalues. For standard ap-
proaches to the spectral perturbation theory, see [26, 21, 25, 20].

Theorem 6. Let H0 be a self-adjoint bounded below operator on X, with the
eigenvalue λ0 as above, and W symmetric and α-form-bounded w.r.t. H0, and let
H = H0 + W . Let α ∈ R be such that H0 + α > 0. If ‖W‖H0,α ≤ 1

2
γ0

λ0+α
, then
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the self-adjoint operator H has exactly m eigenvalues (counting the multiplicities),
denoted by µi, in the interval I0 = [λ0 − 1

2
γ0, λ0 + 1

2
γ0] which satisfy

|µi − λ0| ≤ (λ0 + α)‖W‖H0,α ≤
1

2
γ0. (24)

Further, if ‖W‖H0,α ≤ 1
4
γ0
λ◦

, then any normalized eigenfunction, ψi, of H for the
eigenvalue µi satisfies the estimates

‖H1/2
0,α (ψ0i − ψi)‖ ≤ 4

λ◦
γ0

(λ0 + α)1/2‖W‖H0,α, (25)

‖ψ0i − ψi‖ ≤ 4
λ◦
γ0

‖W‖H0,α, (26)

where λ◦ = λ0+α+γ0 and ψ0i is an appropriate eigenfunction of H0 corresponding
to the eigenvalue λ0, namely ψ0i := P0ψi.

Remark 7. We note that similar estimates can be obtained for normalized eigen-

functions ψ̃0i := P0ψi/‖P0ψi‖ with an additional factor 2 using the estimate

‖ψ̃0i − ψi‖ ≤
∣∣1− ‖ψ0i‖

∣∣+ ‖ψ0i − ψi‖ ≤
∣∣‖ψi‖ − ‖ψ0i‖

∣∣+ ‖ψ0i − ψi‖ ≤ 2 ‖ψ0i − ψi‖.
We first develop the following preliminary results.

Lemma 2. Let α ∈ R be such that H0 + α > 0 and λ◦ := λ0 + γ0 + α. Then, for
all λ ∈ Ic0 := {z ∈ C : Re z ∈ I0}, there holds |P⊥0 − (λ+ α)H−1

0,αP
⊥
0 | ≥ γ0

2λ◦
.

Proof. The eigenvalues of |P⊥0 − (λ+ α)H−1
0,αP

⊥
0 | on RanP⊥0 are∣∣∣∣1− λ+ α

λ0i + α

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣λ0i − λ
λ0i + α

∣∣∣∣ ,
where λ0i denotes the eigenvalues of H0 and the index i runs over all eigenvalues
except i such that λ0i = λ0. For λ ∈ Ic0, we write λ = λr + iλi, with λr ∈ I0,
λi ∈ R. Since for any x ∈ R, |x−λ| ≥ |x−λr| we have thus to study the function

f(x) =

∣∣∣∣x− λx+ α

∣∣∣∣ , x ∈ Kα := [−α,+∞) \ (λ0 − γ0, λ0 + γ0),

for λ ∈ I0 in order to lower bound the eigenvalues. Since

f ′(x) =
x− λ
|x− λ| ·

α + λ

(x+ α)2
,

if α + λ ≤ 0, there holds f ′(x) < 0 for x > −α so that

min
x∈Kα

f(x) ≥ 1.

If α + λ > 0, there holds

f ′(x) < 0 for x < λ, f ′(x) > 0 for x > λ,
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and thus, for λ ∈ I0,

min
x∈Kα

f(x) = min (f(λ0 − γ0), f(λ0 + γ0)) = min

( |λ0 − γ0 − λ|
λ0 − γ0 + α

,
|λ0 + γ0 − λ|
λ0 + γ0 + α

)
≥ 1

2

γ0

λ◦
,

yielding the result. �

Denote H⊥ := P⊥0 HP
⊥
0 |RanP⊥0

and R⊥(λ) := P⊥0 (H⊥ − λ)−1P⊥0 . We have

Lemma 3. Let α ∈ R be such that H0 + α > 0 and λ◦ := λ0 + γ0 + α. Let
Ic0 := {z ∈ C : Re z ∈ I0} and assume ‖W‖H0,α ≤ 1

4
γ0
λ◦

. Then, for λ ∈ Ic0, the
following statements hold

(a) The operator H⊥ − λ is invertible on RanP⊥0 ;
(b) The inverse R⊥(λ) := P⊥0 (H⊥−λ)−1P⊥0 defines a bounded, analytic operator-

family;
(c) The expression

U(λ) := −P0HR
⊥(λ)HP0 (27)

defines a finite-rank, analytic operator-family and bounded as

‖U(λ)‖H0,α ≤ 4 [λ◦/γ0]‖P0WP⊥0 ‖2
H0,α
≤ 4 [λ◦/γ0]‖W‖2

H0,α
. (28)

Further, U(λ) is symmetric for any λ ∈ I0.

Proof. (a) Since H⊥ is self-adjoint, the operator H⊥ − λ is invertible for any λ ∈
C\R. For λ ∈ I0, we argue as follows. With the notation A⊥ := P⊥0 AP

⊥
0 |RanP⊥0

,
we write

H⊥ = H⊥0 +W⊥.

Now, we write

H⊥ − λP⊥0 = H
1/2
0,α [P⊥0 − (λ+ α)H−1

0,α +Kλ]H
1/2
0,α , (29)

with Kλ = H
−1/2
0,α W⊥H

−1/2
0,α . Lemma 2 yields that |P⊥0 − (λ + α)H−1

0,αP
⊥
0 | ≥ γ0

2λ◦

and thus, the operator Id − (λ + α)H−1
0,α + Kλ is invertible as soon as ‖Kλ‖ <

γ0
2λ◦
, which is in particular the case if ‖W‖H0,α ≤ 1

4
γ0
λ◦

. Then, we also have∣∣Id− (λ+ α)H−1
0,α +Kλ

∣∣ ≥ 1
4
γ0
λ◦
. Hence the operator H⊥ − λ is a product of three

invertible operators and therefore is invertible itself on RanP⊥0 .
For (b), since H⊥ − λ is invertible on RanP⊥0 , the interval I0 is contained in

the resolvent set, ρ(H⊥|RanP⊥0
), of H⊥|RanP⊥0

and therefore, since H⊥|RanP⊥0
is

self-adjoint, Ic0 ⊂ ρ(H⊥|RanP⊥0
). Since

R⊥(λ) := P⊥0 (H⊥ − λ)−1P⊥0 (30)

is the resolvent of the operator H⊥ − λ restricted to RanP⊥0 , it is analytic on its
resolvent set and in particular on Ic0.

To prove statement (c), we note that the operators R⊥(λ), HP0 and P0H =
(HP0)∗ are bounded and R⊥(λ) is symmetric for λ ∈ I0. Hence so is U(λ). The
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analyticity of U(λ) follows from the analyticity of R⊥(λ). It it clear that U(λ) is
of finite rank due to its definition.

Finally, to prove estimate (28), we first show that the operator R⊥(λ) :=
P⊥0 (H⊥ − λ)−1P⊥0 , λ ∈ Ic0, satisfies

‖H1/2
0,αR

⊥(λ)H
1/2
0,α ‖ ≤ 4

λ◦
γ0

. (31)

To this end, we invert (29) on RanP⊥0 and use that
∣∣Id− (λ+ α)H−1

0,α +Kλ

∣∣ ≥ 1
4
γ0
λ◦

to obtain (31) for λ ∈ Ic0.
Finally, we prove inequality (28). Since P0H0 = H0P0 and P0P

⊥
0 = 0, we have

P0HP
⊥
0 = P0WP⊥0 , P⊥0 HP0 = P⊥0 WP0.

These relations and definition (27) yield

U(λ) = −P0WR⊥(λ)WP0. (32)

Combining (31) and (32), we obtain (28). �

Remark 8. In addition, we have the estimate

‖U(λ)‖ ≤ 4
λ2
◦
γ0

‖P0WP⊥0 ‖2
H0,α

. (33)

Indeed, since H0P0 = λ0P0, we have ‖(H0 +α)1/2P0‖2 = λ0 +α, which implies the
estimate

‖P0AP0‖ = (λ0 + α)‖P0AP0‖H0,α , (34)

which, together with estimate (28), yields (33).

Hence, under the conditions of Lemma 3 and for λ ∈ I0 the following Hamil-
tonian is well defined

H(λ) := P0HP0 + U(λ). (35)

Note that P0HP0 = λ0P0. Lemma 3 above implies

Corollary 7. The operator family H(λ) is (i) self-adjoint for λ ∈ I0 and (ii)
complex analytic in λ ∈ Ic0.

In what follows, we label the eigenvalue families νi(λ), i = 1, . . . ,m, of H(λ) in
the order of their increase and so that

ν1(λ) ≤ . . . ≤ νm(λ). (36)

Note that the eigenvalue branches νi(λ) can also be of higher multiplicity. On
a subinterval Ii ⊂ I0, we say that the branch νi(λ) is isolated on Ii if each other
branch νj(λ), with λ ∈ Ii, either i) coincides with νi(λ) or ii) satisfies

min
λ∈Ii
|νi(λ)− νj(λ)| ≥ γi > 0. (37)
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f(x) = x

<latexit sha1_base64="T+KF4dfvmaclf1hAPRlfY4t5ndU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5DE0MdCKLhxWcE+oA1lMp20YyeTMDORltB/cONCEbf+jzv/xklbQUUPXDiccy/33uPHjEplWR9Gbm19Y3Mrv13Y2d3bPygeHrVllAhMWjhikej6SBJGOWkpqhjpxoKg0Gek40+uMr9zT4SkEb9Vs5h4IRpxGlCMlJbaQXl6fjkdFEuWWa9VHLcCLdOyqrZjZ8SpuhcutLWSoQRWaA6K7/1hhJOQcIUZkrJnW7HyUiQUxYzMC/1EkhjhCRqRnqYchUR66eLaOTzTyhAGkdDFFVyo3ydSFEo5C33dGSI1lr+9TPzL6yUqqHkp5XGiCMfLRUHCoIpg9jocUkGwYjNNEBZU3wrxGAmElQ6ooEP4+hT+T9qOabtm/cYtNdxVHHlwAk5BGdigChrgGjRBC2BwBx7AE3g2IuPReDFel605YzVzDH7AePsEKvuO2g==</latexit>

�0 � 1
2�0

<latexit sha1_base64="S7/w37cLv2mXS9p5Q2iye2ohb+o=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT3qYbEIXixJKai3ghePFWwtNCFsNpt26W4SdjdCKb148a948aCIV/+DN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbm8fZNmHGmtON8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3j/oqDSXhLZJylPZDbGinCW0rZnmtJtJikXI6X04vJ769w9UKpYmd3qUUV/gfsJiRrA2UmAfe9yEIxw46NzTscTErSOvj4UwUmBXnZozA1ombkGqUKAV2F9elJJc0EQTjpXquU6m/TGWmhFOJxUvVzTDZIj7tGdoggVV/nh2xQSdGiVCcSrNSzSaqb8nxlgoNRKhSQqsB2rRm4r/eb1cx5f+mCVZrmlC5ovinCOdomklKGKSEs1HhmAimfkrIgNsqtCmuIopwV08eZl06jW3Ubu6bVSbjaKOMhzBCZyBCxfQhBtoQRsIPMIzvMKb9WS9WO/WxzxasoqZQ/gD6/MHak2XNw==</latexit>

�0 + 1
2�0

<latexit sha1_base64="IVGRaA1Wdhw7IvX80CPoVS39gnY=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT3qYbEIglCSUlBvBS8eK9haaELYbDbt0t0k7G6EUnrx4l/x4kERr/4Hb/4bt20O2jqwMMzM4+2bMONMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6evX/QUWkuCW2TlKeyG2JFOUtoWzPNaTeTFIuQ0/tweD317x+oVCxN7vQoo77A/YTFjGBtpMA+9rgJRzhw0LmnY4mJW0deHwthpMCuOjVnBrRM3IJUoUArsL+8KCW5oIkmHCvVc51M+2MsNSOcTipermiGyRD3ac/QBAuq/PHsigk6NUqE4lSal2g0U39PjLFQaiRCkxRYD9SiNxX/83q5ji/9MUuyXNOEzBfFOUc6RdNKUMQkJZqPDMFEMvNXRAbYVKFNcRVTgrt48jLp1Gtuo3Z126g2G0UdZTiCEzgDFy6gCTfQgjYQeIRneIU368l6sd6tj3m0ZBUzh/AH1ucPZyOXNQ==</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="c86KWA6JNOOiph43oj+bt1NxI/Q=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQK6q7gxmUF+8A2lJvJpB06mYSZiVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BunbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6BmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgQrBOMb2d+54kpzRP5YCYp82McSh5xisZKj31hoyEOXDKoVN2aOwdZJV5BqlCgOah89cOEZjGThgrUuue5qfFzVIZTwablfqZZinSMQ9azVGLMtJ/PN56Sc6uEJEqUfdKQufp7IsdY60kc2GSMZqSXvZn4n9fLTHTt51ymmWGSLj6KMkFMQmbnk5ArRo2YWIJUcbsroSNUSI0tqWxL8JZPXiXty5pXr93c16uNelFHCU7hDC7AgytowB00oQUUJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRXTNKWZO4A+czx+9tZBI</latexit>

�0 � 1
2�0

<latexit sha1_base64="S7/w37cLv2mXS9p5Q2iye2ohb+o=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT3qYbEIXixJKai3ghePFWwtNCFsNpt26W4SdjdCKb148a948aCIV/+DN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbm8fZNmHGmtON8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3j/oqDSXhLZJylPZDbGinCW0rZnmtJtJikXI6X04vJ769w9UKpYmd3qUUV/gfsJiRrA2UmAfe9yEIxw46NzTscTErSOvj4UwUmBXnZozA1ombkGqUKAV2F9elJJc0EQTjpXquU6m/TGWmhFOJxUvVzTDZIj7tGdoggVV/nh2xQSdGiVCcSrNSzSaqb8nxlgoNRKhSQqsB2rRm4r/eb1cx5f+mCVZrmlC5ovinCOdomklKGKSEs1HhmAimfkrIgNsqtCmuIopwV08eZl06jW3Ubu6bVSbjaKOMhzBCZyBCxfQhBtoQRsIPMIzvMKb9WS9WO/WxzxasoqZQ/gD6/MHak2XNw==</latexit>

�0 + 1
2�0

<latexit sha1_base64="IVGRaA1Wdhw7IvX80CPoVS39gnY=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT3qYbEIglCSUlBvBS8eK9haaELYbDbt0t0k7G6EUnrx4l/x4kERr/4Hb/4bt20O2jqwMMzM4+2bMONMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6evX/QUWkuCW2TlKeyG2JFOUtoWzPNaTeTFIuQ0/tweD317x+oVCxN7vQoo77A/YTFjGBtpMA+9rgJRzhw0LmnY4mJW0deHwthpMCuOjVnBrRM3IJUoUArsL+8KCW5oIkmHCvVc51M+2MsNSOcTipermiGyRD3ac/QBAuq/PHsigk6NUqE4lSal2g0U39PjLFQaiRCkxRYD9SiNxX/83q5ji/9MUuyXNOEzBfFOUc6RdNKUMQkJZqPDMFEMvNXRAbYVKFNcRVTgrt48jLp1Gtuo3Z126g2G0UdZTiCEzgDFy6gCTfQgjYQeIRneIU368l6sd6tj3m0ZBUzh/AH1ucPZyOXNQ==</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="c86KWA6JNOOiph43oj+bt1NxI/Q=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQK6q7gxmUF+8A2lJvJpB06mYSZiVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BunbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6BmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgQrBOMb2d+54kpzRP5YCYp82McSh5xisZKj31hoyEOXDKoVN2aOwdZJV5BqlCgOah89cOEZjGThgrUuue5qfFzVIZTwablfqZZinSMQ9azVGLMtJ/PN56Sc6uEJEqUfdKQufp7IsdY60kc2GSMZqSXvZn4n9fLTHTt51ymmWGSLj6KMkFMQmbnk5ArRo2YWIJUcbsroSNUSI0tqWxL8JZPXiXty5pXr93c16uNelFHCU7hDC7AgytowB00oQUUJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRXTNKWZO4A+czx+9tZBI</latexit>

⌫1(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="kECSOHY6bvg0sxHaEo1V+WYfuTE=">AAAB9XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5DU2LS7ghuXFawtNLFMJpN26GQSZiZKCf0PNy4Uceu/uPNvnD4EFT0wcDjnHu6dE6SMSmVZH0ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3MgkE5h0cMIS0QuQJIxy0lFUMdJLBUFxwEg3GF/M/O4dEZIm/FpNUuLHaMhpRDFSWrr1eDawqx7TgRCdDsoVy7Scc7fpQMs8cxuOY2tSd2u1ugVt05qjApZoD8rvXpjgLCZcYYak7NtWqvwcCUUxI9OSl0mSIjxGQ9LXlKOYSD+fXz2FJ1oJYZQI/biCc/V7IkexlJM40JMxUiP525uJf3n9TEUNP6c8zRTheLEoyhhUCZxVAEMqCFZsognCgupbIR4hgbDSRZV0CV8/hf+Tm5ppO2bzyqm0nGUdRXAEjkEV2MAFLXAJ2qADMBDgATyBZ+PeeDRejNfFaMFYZg7BDxhvnwLQkjA=</latexit>

⌫2(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="lH4HnOEQZnHV0HS8weApGNDfzVQ=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSLUzZAMrdZdwY3LCvYBnbFk0rQNzWSGJKOUof/hxoUibv0Xd/6N6UNQ0QOBwzn3cG9OmAiuDUIfTm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h+0dJwqypo0FrHqhEQzwSVrGm4E6ySKkSgUrB2OL2d++44pzWN5YyYJCyIylHzAKTFWuvVl2vPKvrCBPjntFUvIRWfVCq5B5FYRruGqJV4VI+RB7KI5SmCJRq/47vdjmkZMGiqI1l2MEhNkRBlOBZsW/FSzhNAxGbKupZJETAfZ/OopPLFKHw5iZZ80cK5+T2Qk0noShXYyImakf3sz8S+vm5pBLci4TFLDJF0sGqQCmhjOKoB9rhg1YmIJoYrbWyEdEUWosUUVbAlfP4X/k5bn4op7cV0p1SvLOvLgCByDMsDgHNTBFWiAJqBAgQfwBJ6de+fReXFeF6M5Z5k5BD/gvH0C4FWSGA==</latexit>

⌫3(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="fs4RyMjrmUPjiIUIaFMrDX2wDG8=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSLUzZCZTrHdFdy4rGAf0Kklk8m0oZnMkGSUUvofblwo4tZ/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzD/fmBClnSiP0YeXW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFRWyWZJLRFEp7IboAV5UzQlmaa024qKY4DTjvB+HLud+6oVCwRN3qS0n6Mh4JFjGBtpFtfZINK2ecmEOLzQbGE7HodeV4VIruKXNetGYIqbq3uQMdGC5TACs1B8d0PE5LFVGjCsVI9B6W6P8VSM8LprOBniqaYjPGQ9gwVOKaqP11cPYNnRglhlEjzhIYL9XtiimOlJnFgJmOsR+q3Nxf/8nqZjmr9KRNppqkgy0VRxqFO4LwCGDJJieYTQzCRzNwKyQhLTLQpqmBK+Pop/J+0Xdvx7Pq1V2p4qzry4AScgjJwwAVogCvQBC1AgAQP4Ak8W/fWo/VivS5Hc9Yqcwx+wHr7BP0rkiw=</latexit>

f(x) = x

<latexit sha1_base64="T+KF4dfvmaclf1hAPRlfY4t5ndU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5DE0MdCKLhxWcE+oA1lMp20YyeTMDORltB/cONCEbf+jzv/xklbQUUPXDiccy/33uPHjEplWR9Gbm19Y3Mrv13Y2d3bPygeHrVllAhMWjhikej6SBJGOWkpqhjpxoKg0Gek40+uMr9zT4SkEb9Vs5h4IRpxGlCMlJbaQXl6fjkdFEuWWa9VHLcCLdOyqrZjZ8SpuhcutLWSoQRWaA6K7/1hhJOQcIUZkrJnW7HyUiQUxYzMC/1EkhjhCRqRnqYchUR66eLaOTzTyhAGkdDFFVyo3ydSFEo5C33dGSI1lr+9TPzL6yUqqHkp5XGiCMfLRUHCoIpg9jocUkGwYjNNEBZU3wrxGAmElQ6ooEP4+hT+T9qOabtm/cYtNdxVHHlwAk5BGdigChrgGjRBC2BwBx7AE3g2IuPReDFel605YzVzDH7AePsEKvuO2g==</latexit>

�0 � 1
2�0

<latexit sha1_base64="S7/w37cLv2mXS9p5Q2iye2ohb+o=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT3qYbEIXixJKai3ghePFWwtNCFsNpt26W4SdjdCKb148a948aCIV/+DN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbm8fZNmHGmtON8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3j/oqDSXhLZJylPZDbGinCW0rZnmtJtJikXI6X04vJ769w9UKpYmd3qUUV/gfsJiRrA2UmAfe9yEIxw46NzTscTErSOvj4UwUmBXnZozA1ombkGqUKAV2F9elJJc0EQTjpXquU6m/TGWmhFOJxUvVzTDZIj7tGdoggVV/nh2xQSdGiVCcSrNSzSaqb8nxlgoNRKhSQqsB2rRm4r/eb1cx5f+mCVZrmlC5ovinCOdomklKGKSEs1HhmAimfkrIgNsqtCmuIopwV08eZl06jW3Ubu6bVSbjaKOMhzBCZyBCxfQhBtoQRsIPMIzvMKb9WS9WO/WxzxasoqZQ/gD6/MHak2XNw==</latexit>

�0 + 1
2�0

<latexit sha1_base64="IVGRaA1Wdhw7IvX80CPoVS39gnY=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT3qYbEIglCSUlBvBS8eK9haaELYbDbt0t0k7G6EUnrx4l/x4kERr/4Hb/4bt20O2jqwMMzM4+2bMONMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6evX/QUWkuCW2TlKeyG2JFOUtoWzPNaTeTFIuQ0/tweD317x+oVCxN7vQoo77A/YTFjGBtpMA+9rgJRzhw0LmnY4mJW0deHwthpMCuOjVnBrRM3IJUoUArsL+8KCW5oIkmHCvVc51M+2MsNSOcTipermiGyRD3ac/QBAuq/PHsigk6NUqE4lSal2g0U39PjLFQaiRCkxRYD9SiNxX/83q5ji/9MUuyXNOEzBfFOUc6RdNKUMQkJZqPDMFEMvNXRAbYVKFNcRVTgrt48jLp1Gtuo3Z126g2G0UdZTiCEzgDFy6gCTfQgjYQeIRneIU368l6sd6tj3m0ZBUzh/AH1ucPZyOXNQ==</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="c86KWA6JNOOiph43oj+bt1NxI/Q=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQK6q7gxmUF+8A2lJvJpB06mYSZiVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BunbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6BmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgQrBOMb2d+54kpzRP5YCYp82McSh5xisZKj31hoyEOXDKoVN2aOwdZJV5BqlCgOah89cOEZjGThgrUuue5qfFzVIZTwablfqZZinSMQ9azVGLMtJ/PN56Sc6uEJEqUfdKQufp7IsdY60kc2GSMZqSXvZn4n9fLTHTt51ymmWGSLj6KMkFMQmbnk5ArRo2YWIJUcbsroSNUSI0tqWxL8JZPXiXty5pXr93c16uNelFHCU7hDC7AgytowB00oQUUJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRXTNKWZO4A+czx+9tZBI</latexit>

�0 � 1
2�0

<latexit sha1_base64="S7/w37cLv2mXS9p5Q2iye2ohb+o=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT3qYbEIXixJKai3ghePFWwtNCFsNpt26W4SdjdCKb148a948aCIV/+DN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbm8fZNmHGmtON8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3j/oqDSXhLZJylPZDbGinCW0rZnmtJtJikXI6X04vJ769w9UKpYmd3qUUV/gfsJiRrA2UmAfe9yEIxw46NzTscTErSOvj4UwUmBXnZozA1ombkGqUKAV2F9elJJc0EQTjpXquU6m/TGWmhFOJxUvVzTDZIj7tGdoggVV/nh2xQSdGiVCcSrNSzSaqb8nxlgoNRKhSQqsB2rRm4r/eb1cx5f+mCVZrmlC5ovinCOdomklKGKSEs1HhmAimfkrIgNsqtCmuIopwV08eZl06jW3Ubu6bVSbjaKOMhzBCZyBCxfQhBtoQRsIPMIzvMKb9WS9WO/WxzxasoqZQ/gD6/MHak2XNw==</latexit>

�0 + 1
2�0

<latexit sha1_base64="IVGRaA1Wdhw7IvX80CPoVS39gnY=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RT3qYbEIglCSUlBvBS8eK9haaELYbDbt0t0k7G6EUnrx4l/x4kERr/4Hb/4bt20O2jqwMMzM4+2bMONMacf5tkorq2vrG+XNytb2zu6evX/QUWkuCW2TlKeyG2JFOUtoWzPNaTeTFIuQ0/tweD317x+oVCxN7vQoo77A/YTFjGBtpMA+9rgJRzhw0LmnY4mJW0deHwthpMCuOjVnBrRM3IJUoUArsL+8KCW5oIkmHCvVc51M+2MsNSOcTipermiGyRD3ac/QBAuq/PHsigk6NUqE4lSal2g0U39PjLFQaiRCkxRYD9SiNxX/83q5ji/9MUuyXNOEzBfFOUc6RdNKUMQkJZqPDMFEMvNXRAbYVKFNcRVTgrt48jLp1Gtuo3Z126g2G0UdZTiCEzgDFy6gCTfQgjYQeIRneIU368l6sd6tj3m0ZBUzh/AH1ucPZyOXNQ==</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="c86KWA6JNOOiph43oj+bt1NxI/Q=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQK6q7gxmUF+8A2lJvJpB06mYSZiVBC/8KNC0Xc+jfu/BunbRbaemDgcM65zL0nSAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmKGvRRCSqG6BmgkvWMtwI1k0VwzgQrBOMb2d+54kpzRP5YCYp82McSh5xisZKj31hoyEOXDKoVN2aOwdZJV5BqlCgOah89cOEZjGThgrUuue5qfFzVIZTwablfqZZinSMQ9azVGLMtJ/PN56Sc6uEJEqUfdKQufp7IsdY60kc2GSMZqSXvZn4n9fLTHTt51ymmWGSLj6KMkFMQmbnk5ArRo2YWIJUcbsroSNUSI0tqWxL8JZPXiXty5pXr93c16uNelFHCU7hDC7AgytowB00oQUUJDzDK7w52nlx3p2PRXTNKWZO4A+czx+9tZBI</latexit>

⌫1(�)

<latexit sha1_base64="kECSOHY6bvg0sxHaEo1V+WYfuTE=">AAAB9XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5DU2LS7ghuXFawtNLFMJpN26GQSZiZKCf0PNy4Uceu/uPNvnD4EFT0wcDjnHu6dE6SMSmVZH0ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8f3MgkE5h0cMIS0QuQJIxy0lFUMdJLBUFxwEg3GF/M/O4dEZIm/FpNUuLHaMhpRDFSWrr1eDawqx7TgRCdDsoVy7Scc7fpQMs8cxuOY2tSd2u1ugVt05qjApZoD8rvXpjgLCZcYYak7NtWqvwcCUUxI9OSl0mSIjxGQ9LXlKOYSD+fXz2FJ1oJYZQI/biCc/V7IkexlJM40JMxUiP525uJf3n9TEUNP6c8zRTheLEoyhhUCZxVAEMqCFZsognCgupbIR4hgbDSRZV0CV8/hf+Tm5ppO2bzyqm0nGUdRXAEjkEV2MAFLXAJ2qADMBDgATyBZ+PeeDRejNfFaMFYZg7BDxhvnwLQkjA=</latexit>

f(x) = x

<latexit sha1_base64="T+KF4dfvmaclf1hAPRlfY4t5ndU=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5DE0MdCKLhxWcE+oA1lMp20YyeTMDORltB/cONCEbf+jzv/xklbQUUPXDiccy/33uPHjEplWR9Gbm19Y3Mrv13Y2d3bPygeHrVllAhMWjhikej6SBJGOWkpqhjpxoKg0Gek40+uMr9zT4SkEb9Vs5h4IRpxGlCMlJbaQXl6fjkdFEuWWa9VHLcCLdOyqrZjZ8SpuhcutLWSoQRWaA6K7/1hhJOQcIUZkrJnW7HyUiQUxYzMC/1EkhjhCRqRnqYchUR66eLaOTzTyhAGkdDFFVyo3ydSFEo5C33dGSI1lr+9TPzL6yUqqHkp5XGiCMfLRUHCoIpg9jocUkGwYjNNEBZU3wrxGAmElQ6ooEP4+hT+T9qOabtm/cYtNdxVHHlwAk5BGdigChrgGjRBC2BwBx7AE3g2IuPReDFel605YzVzDH7AePsEKvuO2g==</latexit>

�0,1

<latexit sha1_base64="E8elMhmHNdH4ISGnn5jwu+HTEos=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFcSJmRgroruHFZwT6gHcudTNqGZjJDklHK0P9w40IRt/6LO//GtJ2Fth4IHM45l3tzgkRwbVz321lZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2SweHTR2nirIGjUWs2gFqJrhkDcONYO1EMYwCwVrB6Gbqtx6Z0jyW92acMD/CgeR9TtFY6aErbDTEXuaeexPSK5XdijsDWSZeTsqQo94rfXXDmKYRk4YK1LrjuYnxM1SGU8EmxW6qWYJ0hAPWsVRixLSfza6ekFOrhKQfK/ukITP190SGkdbjKLDJCM1QL3pT8T+vk5r+lZ9xmaSGSTpf1E8FMTGZVkBCrhg1YmwJUsXtrYQOUSE1tqiiLcFb/PIyaV5UvGrl+q5arlXzOgpwDCdwBh5cQg1uoQ4NoKDgGV7hzXlyXpx352MeXXHymSP4A+fzB2dkkcU=</latexit>

�0,2
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Figure 1. (Left) Schematic illustration of the eigenvalues νi(λ) of
H(λ) in the neighborhood of λ0 for the case of m = 3. (Right)
Illustration of the spectrum of H0 consisting of five eigenvalues
λ0,1 . . . , λ0,5 of multiplicity m0,1 = 1, m0,2 = 2, m0,3 = 4, m0,4 = 2,
m0,5 = 1 and the corresponding situation when zooming in close to
λ0 = λ0,i.

Further, we have the following result.

Proposition 5. Let α ∈ R be such that H0 + α > 0 and let Ii ⊂ I0 be such that
the branch νi(λ) is isolated on Ii. For λ ∈ Ii, (i) the eigenvalues νi(λ) of H(λ)
are continuously differentiable; (ii) the derivative ν ′i(λ) is non-positive; (iii) the
solutions to the equations νi(λ) = λ are unique if λ ∈ Ii; (iv) if ‖W‖H0,α ≤ 1

4
γ0
λ◦

,

the derivatives ν ′i(λ), λ ∈ I ′0 := [λ0 − 1
4
γ0, λ0 + 1

4
γ0] ∩ Ii, are bounded as

|ν ′i(λ)| ≤ 8

π

(λ0 + α)λ◦
γ2

0

‖P0WP⊥0 ‖2
H0,α

.

where λ◦ := λ0 + γ0 + α.

Proof. Proof of (i) of a simple eigenvalue λ0, i.e., m = 1. In such a case, P0 is a
rank-one projector on the space spanned by the eigenvector ϕ0 of H0 corresponding
to the eigenvalue λ0 and therefore Eq. (35) implies that H(λ) = ν1(λ)P0, with

ν1(λ) := 〈ϕ0, H(λ)ϕ0〉. (38)

This and Corollary 7 show that the eigenvalue ν1(λ) is analytic.
We now prove (i) in the general case. First, we claim the following well-known

formula

ν ′i(λ) = 〈χi(λ), U ′(λ)χi(λ)〉, (39)
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for λ ∈ Ii, where χi(λ) are well-chosen normalized eigenfunction of H(λ) corre-
sponding to the eigenvalue νi(λ), namely that they are differentiable in λ. To this
end, we observe that for each µ ∈ Ii, we can find a local neighborhood Iµ ⊂ Ii of
µ such that ⋃

j 6=i

{νj(λ) |λ ∈ Iµ} ∩ {νi(λ) |λ ∈ Iµ} = ∅, (40)

due to the isolated branch property, i.e., γi > 0 in (37). Second, since H(λ) is
self-adjoint for λ ∈ I0 and analytic (say, in the resolvent sense) in λ ∈ Ic0, the
Riesz projection, corresponding to the eigenvalue νi(λ):

Pi(λ) :=
1

2πi

∮
Γi(µ)

(H(λ)− z)−1dz, (41)

where Γi(µ) is a closed curve in the resolvent set of H(λ) surrounding the eigen-
value branch {νi(λ) : λ ∈ Iµ}, is also self-adjoint and analytic in λ ∈ Icµ and
therefore in λ ∈ Ic0 (see [25, 20]), condition (40) guarantees that we can choose
such a closed curve which contains no other points of σ(H(µ)) on Iµ, and that,
combining all neighborhoods of µ for µ ∈ Ii, there holds that Pi(λ) is analytic in
Ii. From [25, Theorem XII.12], there exists an analytic family of unitary operators
Vi(λ) such that Pi(λ) = Vi(λ)Pi(λ0)[Vi(λ)]−1, λ0 being possibly replaced by some
arbitrary µ ∈ Ii if λ0 does not belong to Ii. We then define

χi(λ) = Vi(λ)ψ0i,

where ψ0i is an eigenvector of H0 corresponding to the eigenvalue λ0. Since Vi(λ)
is analytic, χi(λ) is also analytic in Ii, so in particular differentiable, and one can
easily check that χi(λ) is of norm 1 and that Pi(λ)χi(λ) = χi(λ), which guarantees
that χi(λ) is a normalized eigenfunction of H(λ). Now, we use that

〈χ′i(λ), H(λ)χi(λ)〉+ 〈χi(λ), H(λ)χ′i(λ)〉 = νi(λ)(〈χ′i(λ), χi(λ)〉+ 〈χi(λ), χ′i(λ)〉)
= 〈χi(λ), χi(λ)〉′ = 0

to obtain ν ′i(λ) = 〈χi(λ), H ′(λ)χi(λ)〉, which gives (39). The differentiability of
χi(λ) and the analyticity of H(λ) then implies the differentiability of νi in each
neighborhood of λ.

In order to prove (ii), note that U ′(λ) ≤ 0, as follows by the explicit formula

U ′(λ) := −PWP⊥0 (H⊥ − λ)−2P⊥0 WP ≤ 0. (42)

Hence, ν ′i(λ) < 0 by (39). The monotonicity of νi(λ) also implies the well-
posedness of the equations νi(λ) = λ under the condition that λ ∈ Ii, thus
statement (iii).

We now aim to prove (iv). Starting from (39), we estimate ν ′i(λ) with

|ν ′i(λ)| ≤ ‖(H0 + α)1/2P0‖2‖U ′(λ)‖H0,α. (43)

The first factor on the right hand side is exactly known as

‖(H0 + α)1/2P0‖2 = (λ0 + α). (44)
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To investigate the second factor on the r.h.s. of (43), we use the analyticity U(λ)
and the estimate (28). Indeed, by the Cauchy integral formula, we have

‖U ′(λ)‖H0,α ≤
1

2πR
sup
µ∈C,
|µ−λ|=R

‖U(µ)‖H0,α,

where R is such that {µ ∈ C : |µ − λ| ≤ R} ⊂ Ic0. Taking R = 1
4
γ0 gives, under

the conditions of Lemma 3, the estimate

‖U ′(λ)‖H0,α ≤
8

π

λ◦
γ2

0

‖P0WP⊥0 ‖2
H0,α

. (45)

Combining equations (43), (44) and (45) shows (iv). �

Corollary 8. Let α ∈ R be such that H0 + α > 0 and let Ii ⊂ I0 be such that the
branch νi(λ) is isolated on Ii. Under the condition that

8

π

(λ0 + α)λ◦
γ2

0

‖P0WP⊥0 ‖2
H0,α

< 1,

and that the unique solution λ of νi(λ) = λ satisfies λ ∈ I ′0, the fixed-point iteration
λ(k+1) = νi(λ

(k)) converges to λ for initial values in I ′0.

Now, we proceed directly to the proof of Theorem 6.

Proof of Theorem 6. For the estimate on the eigenvalues, we first remark that
applying Proposition 4 to the m eigenvalues corresponding to λ0 for H0 provides
the first inequality in (24). The second one follows immediately from the condition
‖W‖H0,α ≤ 1

2
γ0

λ0+α
and thus µi ∈ I0.

The fact that the operator H has exactly m eigenvalues (counting the multi-
plicities) in I0 follows from Corollary 4 and Proposition 5(iii) and the fact that
H(λ) is a m×m symmetric matrix.

For the estimates on the eigenfunctions, recall from Theorem 3 that Q0(µi)ψ0i =
ψi, where µi = νi(H) and the operator Q0(λ) is given by

Q0(λ) := Id−R⊥(λ)P⊥0 WP0, (46)

with R⊥(λ) defined in (30). This yields

ψ0i − ψi = ψ0i −Q0(µi)ψ0i = R⊥(µi)P
⊥
0 WP0ψ0i. (47)

Then, for γ ∈ {0, 1/2},
‖Hγ

0,α(ψ0i − ψi)‖ ≤ ‖Hγ
0,αR

⊥(µi)P
⊥
0 WP0‖

≤ ‖Hγ
0,αH

−1/2
0,α P⊥0 ‖‖H1/2

0,αR
⊥(µi)H

1/2
0,α ‖‖P⊥0 WP0‖H0,α‖P0H

1/2
0,α ‖.

In the previous expression, we can use (31) to estimate ‖H1/2
0,αR

⊥(µi)H
1/2
0,α ‖. Then,

we note that

‖P⊥0 WP0‖H0,α ≤ ‖W‖H0,α,
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as well as

‖P0H
1/2
0,α ‖ = (λ0 + α)1/2.

Finally, in the case γ = 0

‖H−1/2
0,α P⊥0 ‖ ≤ (λ0 + α)−1/2,

and for γ = 1/2,

‖Hγ
0,αH

−1/2
0,α P⊥0 ‖ ≤ 1.

Combining the four bounds leads to (25) and (26). �

Remark 9. Note that by Theorem 3, any solution µi to the equation νi(µi) = µi,
for i = 1, . . . ,m and where the µi are in ascending order, is an eigenvalue of H.
Under the condition

‖W‖H0,α ≤
1

2

γ0

λ0 + α
, (48)

Theorem 6 guarantees that the eigenvalues µi satisfy |µi − λ0| ≤ γ0
2

and thus
µi ∈ I0.

On the contrary, the eigenvalues µi are the only m eigenvalues of H belonging
to I0 if a similar condition as (48), but for the next larger eigenvalue of H0 than λ0

holds whereas such a condition is automatically satisfied by (48) for the preceding
eigenvalue of H0.

4. Preliminary results

We now derive a few preliminary results that will be useful for proving Theo-
rem 1. For the following proofs, we define the following quantities: hλ := −∆−λ,
V ⊥M = P⊥MV P⊥M , V N

M = PNMV PNM .

Lemma 4. For λ ∈ C with Reλ < 1
2
ρM and ρM ≥ 1, the following bounds hold

‖h−1/2
λ V N

M h
−1/2
λ ‖ ≤ ‖h−1/2

λ V ⊥Mh
−1/2
λ ‖ ≤ 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r. (49)

Proof. First, we note that

‖h−1/2
λ V N

M h
−1/2
λ ‖ = ‖PNh−1/2

λ V ⊥Mh
−1/2
λ PN‖ ≤ ‖h−1/2

λ V ⊥Mh
−1/2
λ ‖.

Then, we estimate for any s ≥ 0, using the assumption Reλ ≤ 1
2
ρM

‖hs−1h
−s
λ P⊥M‖ ≤

|ρM + 1|s
|ρM − λ|s

≤ 2s (1 + ρ−1
M )s ≤ 4s, (50)

This implies in particular that ‖h−1/2
λ V ⊥Mh

−1/2
λ ‖ ≤ 4 ‖V ⊥M‖0. The result follows

noting that ‖V ⊥M‖0 ≤ ρ−rM ‖V ‖r. �
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Lemma 5. For λ ∈ C with Reλ ≤ min(1
2
ρM , κM) and ρM ≥ 1, the following

bound holds

‖Uσ(λ)‖r ≤ 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖2
r

K∑
k=0

[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]k
. (51)

Moreover, if 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r < 1,

‖Uσ(λ)‖r ≤ ρ−rM
4 ‖V ‖2

r

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
, (52)

and in particular

‖UM(λ)‖r ≤ ρ−rM
4 ‖V ‖2

r

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
. (53)

Proof. By definition (9), we can write Uσ(λ) which is well-defined for λ < κM as

Uσ(λ) = −
K∑
k=0

PMV PNMh
−1/2
λ

[
− h−1/2

λ V N
M h

−1/2
λ

]k
h
−1/2
λ PNMV PM . (54)

Using estimate (49), there holds

‖Uσ(λ)‖r ≤
K∑
k=0

[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]k ‖h−1/2+r/2
−1 PMV PNMh

−1/2
λ ‖‖h−1/2

λ PNMV PMh
−1/2+r/2
−1 ‖.

and by (50), ‖h−1/2
λ PNMV PMh

−1/2+r/2
−1 ‖ ≤ 2ρ

−r/2
M ‖V ‖r, so that we obtain (51). The

bound (52) is easily obtained from (51) and taking K,N = ∞ in (52), we arrive
at (53). �

Lemma 6. For λ < 1
2
κM , ρM ≥ 1 and if 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r < 1, the following bounds hold

‖U ′M(λ)‖r ≤
1

π(κM − 2λ)
ρ−rM

4 ‖V ‖2
r

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
. (55)

Proof. Since from Proposition 2(iv), UM(λ) is complex analytic in λ for Reλ < κM ,
by the Cauchy integral formula, we have

‖U ′M(λ)‖r ≤
1

2πRM(λ)
sup
µ∈C,

|µ−λ|=RM (λ)

‖UM(µ)‖r,

with RM(λ) = 1
2
κM − λ > 0. Using (53) and noting that 1

2
κM ≤ 1

2
ρM , we

obtain (55). �
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Lemma 7. For λ < min(κM ,
1
2
ρM), ρN ≥ ρM > 1 and if 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r < 1 and

4ρ−rN ‖V ‖r +
16ρ−2r

M ‖V ‖2r
1−4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

< 1, the following bound holds

‖UM(λ)− Uσ(λ)‖r

≤ 4ρ−rN ‖V ‖2
r

1− 4ρ−rN ‖V ‖r −
16ρ−2r

M ‖V ‖2r
1−4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

[
1 +

4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]2

+
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖2

r

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]K+1
.

(56)

Proof. We first write UM(λ)− Uσ(λ) as

UM(λ)− Uσ(λ) = (UM(λ)− UMN(λ)) + (UMN(λ)− Uσ(λ)), (57)

where, using the notation HN
M = PNMHPNM

UMN(λ) :=− PMV PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNMV PM

=− PMV PNM(−∆ + V N
M − λ)−1PNMV PM .

Since UM(λ) = −PMV P⊥M(H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥MV PM , with H⊥M = P⊥MHP⊥M , the first
term UM(λ)− UMN(λ) is estimated as follows.

Denoting by H⊥N = P⊥NHP⊥N , and the Schur complement

A = P⊥N
(
(H⊥N − λP⊥N )− P⊥NV PNM(H⊥M − λ)−1PNMV P⊥N

)−1
P⊥N ,

there holds, using a block matrix inversion

P⊥M(H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥M =PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNM + PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMV AV PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNM

− PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNMV A− AV PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNM + A. (58)

Therefore, UM(λ)− UMN(λ) can be decomposed into four terms as

UM(λ)− UMN(λ) =− PMV PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNMV AV PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMV PM ,

+ PMV PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNMV AV PM ,

+ PMV AV PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNMV PM ,

− PMV AV PM .

Then, the r-norm can be estimated as

‖UM(λ)− UMN(λ)‖r ≤ ‖V ‖2
r

[
‖h1/2−r/2
−1 PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMV AV PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNMh

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

+ ‖h1/2−r/2
−1 PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMV Ah
1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

+ ‖h1/2−r/2
−1 AV PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMh
1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

+ ‖h1/2−r/2
−1 Ah

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

]
.
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Introducing appropriate h
1/2−r/2
−1 and h

−1/2+r/2
−1 terms, we obtain

‖UM(λ)− UMN(λ)‖r ≤ ‖V ‖2
r

[
‖h1/2−r/2
−1 PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMh
1/2−r/2
−1 ‖2‖V ‖2

r‖h1/2−r/2
−1 Ah

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

+ 2 ‖h1/2−r/2
−1 PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMh
1/2−r/2
−1 ‖‖V ‖r‖h1/2−r/2

−1 Ah
1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

+ ‖h1/2−r/2
−1 Ah

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

]
≤ ‖h1/2−r/2

−1 Ah
1/2−r/2
−1 ‖‖V ‖2

r

×
[
1 + ‖h1/2−r/2

−1 PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNMh

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖‖V ‖r

]2

.

We are therefore left with the estimation of ‖h1/2−r/2
−1 PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMh
1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

and ‖h1/2−r/2
−1 Ah

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖. First, noting from (49) that

‖h1/2
λ PNM(H⊥M − λ)−1PNMh

1/2
λ ‖ ≤ ‖(I + h

−1/2
λ V ⊥Mh

−1/2
λ )−1‖ ≤ 1

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
, (59)

and using that

‖h1/2−r/2
−1 h

−1/2
λ PN

M‖ ≤ 2ρ
−r/2
M , (60)

we obtain

‖h1/2−r/2
−1 PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNMh
1/2−r/2
−1 ‖ ≤ 4ρ−rM

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
. (61)

Second,

‖h1/2−r/2
−1 Ah

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖ = ‖h1/2−r/2

−1 P⊥N
[
(H⊥N − λP⊥N )− P⊥NV PNM(H⊥M − λ)−1PNMV P⊥N

]−1
P⊥Nh

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖.

Noting that

‖h1/2−r/2
−1 h

−1/2
λ P⊥N ‖ ≤ 2ρ

−r/2
N ,

there holds

‖h1/2−r/2
−1 Ah

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖ ≤ 4ρ−rN ‖h

1/2
λ P⊥N

[
(H⊥N − λP⊥N )− P⊥NV PNM(H⊥M − λ)−1PNMV P⊥N

]−1
P⊥Nh

1/2
λ ‖.

Factorizing hλ, we deduce

‖h1/2−r/2
−1 Ah

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖ ≤ 4ρ−rN

∥∥[I+h
−1/2
λ V ⊥N h

−1/2
λ −h−1/2

λ P⊥NV PNM(H⊥M−λ)−1PNMV P⊥Nh
−1/2
λ

]−1∥∥.
From (49) with N in place of M , we obtain

‖h−1/2
λ V ⊥N h

−1/2
λ ‖ ≤ 4ρ−rN ‖V ‖r. (62)

Moreover,

‖h−1/2
λ P⊥NV PNM(H⊥M−λ)−1PNMV P⊥Nh

−1/2
λ ‖ ≤ ‖h−1/2

λ P⊥NV PNMh
−1/2
λ ‖2‖h1/2

λ PNM(H⊥M−λ)−1PNMh
1/2
λ ‖,

which, from (49) and (59), leads to

‖h−1/2
λ P⊥NV PNM(H⊥M − λ)−1PNMV P⊥Nh

−1/2
λ ‖ ≤ 16ρ−2r

M ‖V ‖2
r

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
.
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Combining this last line with (62), we obtain the bound

‖h1/2−r/2
−1 Ah

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖ ≤ 4ρ−rN

1

1− 4ρ−rN ‖V ‖r −
16ρ−2r

M ‖V ‖2r
1−4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

.

This leads to the following bound for the difference UM(λ)− UMN(λ)

‖UM(λ)− UMN(λ)‖r ≤ ρ−rN
4‖V ‖2

r

1− 4ρ−rN ‖V ‖r −
16ρ−2r

M ‖V ‖2r
1−4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

[
1 +

4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]2

.

(63)
For the second term on the right handside of (57), we write UMN(λ)−Uσ(λ) as

UMN(λ)− Uσ(λ) = −
∞∑

k=K+1

PMV PNMh
−1/2
λ

[
− h−1/2

λ V N
M h

−1/2
λ

]k
h
−1/2
λ PNMV PM . (64)

Using (49) and (50), we obtain

‖UMN(λ)− Uσ(λ)‖r ≤‖V ‖2
r ‖h1/2−r/2

−1 h
−1/2
λ P⊥M‖2

∞∑
k=K+1

‖h−1/2
λ V N

M h
−1/2
λ ‖k

≤4 ‖V ‖2
r ρ
−r
M

∞∑
k=K+1

[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]k
,

from which we deduce that

‖UMN(λ)− Uσ(λ)‖r ≤
4 ‖V ‖2

r

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
ρ−rM

[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]K+1
. (65)

Combining (63) and (65), we obtain (56). �

Lemma 8. For λ < µ < min(κM ,
1
2
ρM), ρM ≥ 1 and if 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r < 1, there holds

‖UM(µ)− UM(λ)‖r ≤ |µ− λ|
ρ−rM

π(κM − 2λ)

4 ‖V ‖2
r

1− 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
(66)

Proof of Lemma 8. Without loss of generality, we assume that λ < µ. Writing

UM(µ)− UM(λ) =

∫ µ

λ

U ′M(s)ds,

yields

‖UM(µ)− UM(λ)‖r ≤ |µ− λ| max
s∈[λ,µ]

‖U ′M(s)‖r.

We conclude by applying (55) of Lemma 6. �
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5. Proof of the main results

The goal of this section is to provide the proof for Theorem 1.
We first prove the following technical lemmas which will be useful later.

Lemma 9. For H,W such that H = −∆ + W , there holds for α ≥ (2 ‖W‖r)1/r

such that H + α > 0

‖A‖H,α ≤ 2 ‖A‖−∆,α ≤ 2α−r‖A‖r.
Proof. First, denoting again h−α := −∆ + α, note that

‖A‖H,α ≤ ‖A‖−∆,α‖h1/2
−α(H + α)−1/2‖2.

Let v be arbitrary and define u = (H + α)−1/2v. Note that

‖h1/2
−αu‖2 = 〈u, h−αu〉 = 〈u, (H + α−W )u〉 = ‖v‖2 − 〈u,Wu〉.

Further, there holds

〈u,Wu〉 ≤ ‖W‖−∆,α‖h1/2
−αu‖2,

and using the inequality ‖W‖−∆,α ≤ α−r‖W‖r we obtain that ‖W‖−∆,α ≤ 1
2

for

all α ≥ (2 ‖W‖r)1/r, and that ‖h1/2
−α(H +α)−1/2‖2 ≤ 2 yielding the first inequality.

The second inequality results from using, once again, the inequality ‖A‖−∆,α ≤
α−r‖A‖r. �

Before starting the proof of Theorem 1, we analyze the relation of the spectra
of H and HM(λ).

Lemma 10. Let λi < λj be the i-th resp. j-the eigenvalue of H and let νMi(λ)
denote the i-th eigenvalue of the operator HM(λ). Then, we have the following
M-independent lower bound

λj − λi ≤ min(νMj(λi)− νMi(λi), νMj(λj)− νMi(λj)). (67)

Proof. Since λi = νMi(λi) and λj = νMj(λj), we have λj−λi = νMj(λj)− νMi(λi).
By definition (17) and Proposition 2, the familyHM(λ) is monotonically decreasing
with λ. Hence νMi(λj) ≤ νiN(λi) and νMj(λj) ≤ νMj(λi), so that λj − λi =
νMj(λj)− νMi(λi) implies (67). �

Corollary 9. Let λi be an isolated eigenvalue of H. Then, the gap γMi of λi to
the rest of the spectrum of HM(λi) is bounded below by the gap γ0 of λi to the rest
of the spectrum of H.

Lemma 11. Let be α > 0 such that

HM(λ?) + α > 0, and α > (2 ‖UM(λ?)− Uσ(λσi)‖r)1/r, (68)

M large enough such that λ?, λσi < min(κM ,
1
2
ρM), ρM ≥ 1 and 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r ≤ 1

3
,

and N ≥M .
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Then, there holds

‖UM(λ?)−Uσ(λσi)‖HM (λ?),α ≤ |λσi−λ?|
8α−rρ−rM ‖V ‖2

r

π(κM − 2 min(λ?, λσi))
+36

‖V ‖2
r

αr
ε(σ, r, V )

(69)
with, using the notation σ = (N,M,K),

ε(σ, r, V ) := ρ−rN + ρ−rM
[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]K+1
.

Proof. Applying Lemma 9 to the present case, we obtain

‖UM(λ?)− Uσ(λσi)‖HM (λ?),α ≤ 2α−r‖UM(λ?)− Uσ(λσi)‖r.
Employing the triangle inequality, there holds

‖UM(λ?)− Uσ(λσi)‖r ≤ ‖UM(λ?)− UM(λσi)‖r + ‖UM(λσi)− Uσ(λσi)‖r. (70)

For the first term of the right handside, Lemma 8 yields

‖UM(λσi)− UM(λ?)‖r ≤ |λσi − λ?|
8ρ−rM ‖V ‖2

r

π(κM − 2 min(λ?, λσi))
.

Finally, we use Lemma 7 in order to bound the second term of (70), we conclude
that

‖UM(λσi)− Uσ(λσi)‖r ≤ ‖V ‖2
r

[
18ρ−rN + 6ρ−rM

[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]K+1
]
.

Combining all estimates concludes the proof. �

Finally, we are now ready to prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Note that λ? = νMi(λ?), λσi = νσi(λσi) where νMi(λ) and
νσi(λ) represents the i-th eigenvalue of HM(λ) and Hσ(λ) respectively.

We choose α > 0 in order to satisfy the condition (68) of Lemma 11. By the

expression (69) of Lemma 11 we can choose M̃0 ∈ N such that

‖UM(λ?)− Uσ(λσi)‖HM (λ?),α ≤
1

4

γ0

λ◦
,

for any M ≥ M̃0, and where γ0 denotes the gap of λ? to the rest of the spectrum
of H, which is a lower bound of γMi by Corollary 9, and λ◦ = λ? + γ0 + α. In
consequence, we can apply Theorem 6 with

H0 = HM(λ?), W = Uσ(λσi)− UM(λ?), λ0 = λ?, (71)

and thus H = Hσ(λσi), yielding

|λ? − λσi| = |νMi(λ?)− νσi(λσi)| ≤ (λ? + α)‖UM(λ?)− Uσ(λσi)‖HM (λ?),α (72)

≤ (λ? + α)

[
|λσi − λ?|

16α−rρ−rM ‖V ‖2
r

π(κM − 2 min(λ?, λσi))
+ 54

‖V ‖2
r

αr
ε(σ, r, V )

]
(73)
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It exists a M0 ∈ N, with M0 ≥ M̃0, such that

4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r ≤
1

3
and (λ? + α)

16α−rρ−rM ‖V ‖2
r

π(κM − 2 min(λ?, λσi))
≤ 1

2
, (74)

for all M ≥M0 and thus

|λ? − λσi| . (λ? + α)
‖V ‖2

r

αr
ε(σ, r, V ). (75)

A similar development for the eigenfunctions based on the estimates (25)–(26) of
Theorem 6 can be applied. Indeed, we denote by ϕσi the i-th normalized eigen-
function of Hσ(λσi), thus, in terms of the notation used in Theorem 6, we have
ψi = ϕσi. Then, the corresponding eigenfunction in the span of all eigenfunctions
corresponding to λ? is given by ϕMi = P0ϕσi, where P0 is the projector onto this
span of all eigenfunctions of HM(λ?) corresponding to λ?. Thus, ϕMi is an eigen-
function of HM(λ?) associated to the eigenvalue λ?. Taking, again, Corollary 9
into account yields

‖ϕMi − ϕσi‖ ≤ 4
λ◦
γ0

‖UM(λ?)− Uσ(λσi)‖HM (λ?),α, (76)

Using the bounds of ‖UM(λ?)−Uσ(λσi)‖HM (λ?),α expression (69) of Lemma 11 and
combining with (75) yields the auxiliary result (see (14)): for s ≥ 0 and for all
M ≥M0,

‖(−∆ + Id)s(ϕMi − ϕσi)‖ . ρsM‖ϕMi − ϕσi‖ .
λ◦
γ0

‖V ‖2
r

αr
ρsMε(σ, r, V ). (77)

Now we define the eigenfunction ϕi := QM(λ?)ϕMi where QM is defined by (18).
Following Corollary 5, ϕi is an eigenfunction of H associated to the eigenvalue λ?.
Note that

ϕi −Qσ(λσi)ϕσi = ϕMi − ϕσi −
[
SM(λ?)ϕMi − Sσ(λσi)ϕσi

]
,

with SM(λ) := P⊥M(H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥MV PM , Sσ(λ) := Rσ(λ)PNMV PM . Applying the
triangle inequality several times yields

‖ϕi −Qσ(λσi)ϕσi‖ ≤ (1 + I1)‖ϕMi − ϕσi‖+ I2 + I3, (78)

with

I1 = ‖SM(λ?)‖, I2 = ‖SM(λ?)− SM(λσi)‖, I3 = ‖SM(λσi)− Sσ(λσi)‖.
For I1, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 5, writing

SM(λ) =
∞∑
k=0

P⊥Mh
−1/2
λ

[
− h−1/2

λ V ⊥Mh
−1/2
λ

]k
h
−1/2
λ P⊥MV PM .
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and under the assumptions λ ≤ min(1
2
ρM , κM), ρM ≥ 2, 4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r ≤ 1

2
, using the

estimates of Lemma 4 ‖P⊥Mh−1/2
λ ‖ ≤

√
2ρ
−1/2
M , ‖PMhs−1‖ ≤ (ρM + 1)s ≤ (3ρM/2)s

for s ≥ 0, one obtains

‖SM(λ)‖ ≤ 2 ‖P⊥Mh−1/2
λ ‖ ‖P⊥Mh−1/2

λ P⊥MV PMh
−1/2+r/2
−1 ‖ ‖PMh1/2−r/2

−1 ‖ (79)

≤ 2
√

2(3/2)1/2−r/2ρ
−1/2
M ρ

−r/2
M ‖V ‖rρ1/2−r/2

M ≤ 12ρ−rM ‖V ‖r. (80)

For I2, we proceed as in Lemma 8 based on the results of Lemma 6 but substituting
UM(λ) by SM(λ) in order to obtain

I2 ≤
|λ? − λσi|

π(κM − 2 min(λ?, λσi))
12ρ−rM ‖V ‖r, (81)

based upon the estimate ‖SM(λ)‖ ≤ 12ρ−rM ‖V ‖r from (79)–(80).
Finally for I3, we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 7. Indeed, we apply, once

again, the triangle inequality to obtain I3 ≤ I3,1 + I3,2 with

I3,1 = ‖SM(λσi)− SMN(λσi)‖ I3,2 = ‖SMN(λσi)− Sσ(λσi)‖.

with SMN(λ) := PNM(HN
M − λ)−1PNMV PM . To estimate I3,1, we first note that

‖SM(λ)− SMN(λ)‖ ≤‖h−1/2+r/2
−1 PNM‖‖h1/2−r/2

−1

[
P⊥M(H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥M − PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNM
]
h

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖

‖h−1/2+r/2
−1 V PM‖

Using that ‖h−1/2+r/2
−1 PNM‖ ≤ ρ

−1/2+r/2
M and ‖h−1/2+r/2

−1 V PM‖ ≤ ‖V ‖rρ1/2−r/2
M , we

obtain

‖SM(λ)−SMN(λ)‖ ≤ ‖V ‖r‖h1/2−r/2
−1

[
P⊥M(H⊥M − λ)−1P⊥M − PNM(HN

M − λ)−1PNM
]
h

1/2−r/2
−1 ‖.

Adapting the proof of (63), and noting that 4ρ−rN ‖V ‖r −
16ρ−2r

M ‖V ‖2r
1−4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

< 1, and

4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r < 1, we obtain

I3,1 . ρ−rN ‖V ‖r. (82)

Finally, for I3,2, we proceed as in the derivation of (65), starting from a similar
ansatz than (64)

SMN(λ)− Sσ(λ) =
∞∑

k=K+1

PNMh
−1/2
λ

[
− h−1/2

λ V N
M h

−1/2
λ

]k
h
−1/2
λ PNMV PM ,

yielding, together with ‖PNMh−1/2
λ ‖ . ρ

−1/2
M and ‖h−1/2

λ PNMV PM‖ . ρ
1/2−r
M ‖V ‖r,

I3,2 = ‖SMN(λσi)− Sσ(λσi)‖ . ρ−rM ‖V ‖r
[
4ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

]K+1
. (83)

Starting from (78) and combining (79)–(80), (81), (82), (83) with the estimates (77)
(with s = 0), (75) and the bound (74) concludes the proof. �
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Remark 10. Having now understood how to apply Theorem 6 in this context, i.e.
using (71), and seen the abstract theory of Section 3 we can now make a statement
about the convergence of the fixed-point iteration schemes (19) and (20): Follow-
ing Corollary 8, we note that if νσi(λ) parametrizes an isolated branch on some
interval Ii containing λσi, M ≥M0 and, using (72)–(73) and (75), if ε(σ, r, V ) is
small enough, then, the fixed-point iterations converge for any starting point in Ii.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to assess whether the isolated branch property holds
in practical application and this remains an abstract result.

6. Numerical results

In this section, we test the theoretical estimates developed in this article, first
in a one-dimensional case, and second, in a three-dimensional case for a Coulomb
potential.

6.1. One-dimensional case. We first consider a one-dimensional test case with
Ω = (0, 1) and a potential Vt given by its Fourier coefficients:

V̂0 = −10, V̂n = − 5

|n|t ,

so that Vt ∈ H
t−1

2
−ε

per for any ε > 0. We then consider the two different values
t = 1 or t = 0, see Figure 2 for a graphical illustration for the case t = 1, so
that including the embedding expressed under the constraints (87) yields that
‖V ‖r <∞ for r = 1 if t = 1 and for all r < 1/2 if t = 0.

Note that, to the best of our knowledge, the classical convergence analysis does
not cover such low regularities of the potentials. While the standard analysis
can probably be extended to potentials in L2 and thus covering the case t = 1
(although we are not aware of any published analysis in this case), it certainly
does not hold without further developments for t = 0.

In Figure 3, we illustrate the convergence of the discrete solutions with respect
to K for different values of M and t = 1 and t = 0, and for fixed N = 500. The
error in the eigenvalue and eigenvector are defined as

errval = |λ? − λσi| and errvec = ‖ϕi −Qσ(λσi)ϕσi‖,
where (λ?, ϕMi), (λσi, ϕσi) are the i-th solution to (6) and (10) respectively, using
the computational Strategy 1 defined by (19) targeting the smallest eigenvalue.
The “exact” solution is obtained by computing the variational approximation for
Ne = 1000.

We observe that, in agreement with the theory for small enough K,M , the
convergence rate with respect to K for different values of M is the same for the
eigenvalue and eigenvector error and that the convergence rate improves with
increased values of M . In this example, we observe that the condition M ≥ M0

is not restrictive and convergence can be observed for all values of M . It is also
noted, in particular for the higher values of M (but still very moderate), that
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Figure 2. Illustration of the potential Vt=1.

the number on the truncation order K can be kept very low to achieve a good
accuracy. This, in turn, means that the number of computations on the fine grid
(essentially matrix-vector products involving the fine grid for each matrix-vector
product involving the coarse Hamiltonian Hσ(λ)) can be kept to a minimum.

A similar behaviour is reported in Figure 5 for the third eigenvalue using the
potential Vt=1 and again N = 500.

The number of required SCF-iterations (19) to converge to an increment in the
eigenvalue smaller than 10−12, thus very tight, is stable and very moderate over
all test cases as reported in Tables 1 and 2 (the case of t = 0 behaves similarly
and is not reported here).

Finally, Figure 4 illustrates the error in the eigenvalue and eigenvector with
respect to N for different values of K and M for the first eigenvalue with Vt=1

and Vt=0. We observe two regimes. First, for small values of N , the error is
limited by the small size of the fine grid XN , i.e. by a small N , and decreases
with increasing N ∈ [25, 500]. Second, when N is large enough, the error due to
the moderate values of M , K is dominating and the error stagnates. As M or K
increase, the transition of the two regimes moves to lower accuracy. This agrees
well with the theoretical result presented in Theorem 1. For the potential Vt=1,
we observe that the convergence rate in N (for M,K large enough) is roughly
3 for the eigenvalue error and 2.5 for the eigenvector error, which are the rates
predicted by the standard analysis as outlined in Corollary 2. For the less regular
case Vt=0, and thus ‖V ‖r <∞ for any r < 1/2, we observe a rate of roughly 1 in
both cases, eigenvalue and eigenvector L2-error, which is exactly as predicted by
Theorem 1.

6.2. Three-dimensional case. We then performed similar numerical tests for
a three-dimensional problem, in order to test cases closer to real applications.
Note that, as in the rest of the article, we consider a linear eigenvalue problem.
We focus on the lowest eigenvalue of the Schrödinger hamiltonian. To do so, we
used the code Density Functional Theory Toolkit (DFTK.jl) [19], which provides a
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Figure 3. The convergence of the eigenvalue error errval (left)
and the eigenvector error errvec (right) corresponding to the first
eigenvalue with respect to K for different values of M and for fixed
N = 500 in the one-dimensional case. The top row corresponds to
a potential Vt=1 whereas the bottom row corresponds to Vt=0.

spectral Fourier discretization for Density Functional Theory eigenvalue problems,
and which can easily be adapted to treat linear eigenvalue problems. Since our
method is valid for a large range of potentials, including low-regularity ones, we
provide numerical simulations for the Coulomb potential, that is given in Fourier
space as

V̂0 = 10, V̂k = − 10

|k|2 .

The lattice is chosen as a cubic lattice with a lattice constant of 10 Bohr. Since the
electronic structure theory uses a different convention to define the approximation
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M = 1
K # scf
1 6
2 6
3 6
4 6

M = 2
K # scf
1 5
2 5
3 5
4 5

M = 3
K # scf
1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4

M = 4
K # scf
1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4

M = 5
K # scf
1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4

M = 6
K # scf
1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4

Table 1. The number of SCF-like iterations of the solution strat-
egy (19) to reach an increment of 10−12 in the eigenvalue for the
approximation of the first eigenvalue with Vt=1 using N = 500 in
the one-dimensional case.

M = 1
K # scf
1 6
2 6
3 6
4 6

M = 2
K # scf
1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4

M = 3
K # scf
1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4

M = 4
K # scf
1 4
2 4
3 4
4 4

M = 5
K # scf
1 3
2 3
3 3
4 3

M = 6
K # scf
1 3
2 3
3 3
4 3

Table 2. The number of SCF-like iterations of the solution strat-
egy (19) to reach an increment of 10−12 in the eigenvalue for the
approximation of the third eigenvalue with Vt=1 using N = 500 in
the one-dimensional case.

space XN , we now switch to a slightly different terminology and refer to the energy
cutoff EcN = 1

2
ρN , corresponding to the largest eigenvalue/kinetic energy of the

operator −1
2
∆ in the approximation space XN , to fix the values of N .

In order to compute the reference (“exact”) solution an energy cutoff EcNref =
225 Ha is taken, which corresponds to choosing a reference grid of size Nref ' 21.2,
with 161’235 Fourier coefficients.

We obtain similar results as in the one-dimensional case. Namely, we observe
in Figure 6 that for small values of K, the convergence rate with respect to the
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Figure 4. The convergence of the eigenvalue error errval (straight
lines) and the eigenvector error errvec (dotted lines) corresponding
to the first eigenvalue with respect to N for different values of K
(left) with M = 2 (top) and M = 1 (bottom) and different values of
M (right) with K = 2 (top) and K = 1 (bottom) for the potential
Vt=1 (top) and Vt=0 (bottom), in the one-dimensional case.

energy cutoff EcM is the same for the eigenvalue and the eigenvector and increases
when EcM increases, as predicted by the theory. For large values of K, we observe
a saturation of the error, which is due to the error with respect to N dominating,
as stated in Theorem 1.

In Figure 7, we show the analogous of Figure 4 for the one-dimensional case,
which is quite similar, as we also observe two regimes. For small values of EcN,
most of the error comes from the error in N , while for large values of EcN, the error
mainly comes from the error in M and K. However, due to the slow convergence
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Figure 5. The convergence of the eigenvalue error errval (left)
and the eigenvector error errvec (right) corresponding to the third
eigenvalue with respect to K for different values of M and for fixed
N = 500 and with Vt=1, in the one-dimensional case.

with respect to the grid size, we do not observe the convergence rates in EcN as
precisely as in the one-dimensional case, this being mostly due to the huge size of
the reference basis needed to achieve good convergence.

Moreover, the iterative algorithm used to solve the problem converges very fast.
In practice, we do not need to go beyond 7 SCF iterations in all tested cases to
reach a 10−12 increment on the eigenvalue.

7. Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we have proposed a new numerical method based on the Feshbach-
Schur map in combination with the spectral Fourier discretizations for linear
Schrödinger eigenvalue problems. The method does not rely on the variational
principle but reformulates the infinite-dimensional problem as an equivalent prob-
lem, non-linear in the spectral parameter, on a finite dimensional grid whose
unknowns are the exact eigenvalue and the best-approximation of the exact eigen-
functions on the given grid. Such a problem can then be approximated by evaluat-
ing the Feshbach-Schur map on a second finer grid. The substantial contribution
of this paper is an analysis in order to provide error estimates of the proposed
method in all discretization parameters.

For this, we developed in Section 3 a version of perturbation theory that re-
lies on the notion of form-boundedness with increased regularity, as stated by
Assumption 1.

Having established the method and its analysis, its full benefits shall be further
analyzed in future. At the present stage, it is worth to mention that, for the
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Figure 6. The convergence of the eigenvalue error errval (left)
and the eigenvector error errvec (right) corresponding to the first
eigenvalue with respect to K for different values of energy cutoffs
EcM and for fixed EcN = 155, for a (three-dimensional) Coulomb
potential.
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Figure 7. The convergence of the eigenvalue error errval (straight
lines) and the eigenvector error errvec (dotted lines) corresponding
to the first eigenvalue with respect to the energy cutoff EcN for
different values of EcM (left) with K = 1 and different values of K
(right) with EcM = 4 for a (three-dimensional) Coulomb potential.

considered one- and three-dimensional (with a Coulomb potential) problems, the
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contraction in the perturbation is rather small and the non-linear iteration con-
verge rapidly. Also, in view of more sophisticated non-linear eigenvalue problems,
the artificial extra non-linearity does not seem to be much of a burden.

The future developments include the extension of Section 3 to a more general
family of operators, including non-symmetric perturbations of self-adjoint oper-
ators as well as extending the numerical method and its analysis to cluster of
eigenvalues using a density-matrix based formulation.
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Appendix A. Technical results and proofs

We present proofs of some technical statements made in the previous sections
and some additional technical results. In what follows, we denote V ⊥N := P⊥NV P⊥N .

Lemma 12. Under Assumption 1, (i) the norm ‖V ‖0,α := ‖(−∆+α)−1/2V (−∆+
α)−1/2‖ is well-defined for α > 0 and ‖V ‖0,α → 0 when α → +∞ and (ii) H is
bounded below as

H ≥ [1− ‖V ‖0,α](−∆ + α)− α, (84)

Proof. The first statement is obvious and the second one follows from the identity

H = (−∆ + α)1/2[Id + (−∆ + α)−1/2V (−∆ + α)−1/2](−∆ + α)1/2 − α (85)

and the fact that the expression in square braces is bounded below by 1−‖V ‖0,α.
�

Proof of Lemma 1. Proceeding as in (84), we obtain for any α ∈ R large enough
so that ‖V ⊥M‖0,α < 1

−∆ + V ⊥M ≥[1− ‖V ⊥M‖0,α](−∆ + α)− α.

Using that −∆ ≥ (2πM/L)2 = ρM on RanP⊥M and the estimate

‖V ⊥M‖0,α ≤ ‖(1−∆)1/2(−∆ + α)1/2P⊥M‖2‖(1−∆)−1/2P⊥MV P⊥M(1−∆)−1/2‖

≤ ρM + 1

ρM + α
ρ−rM ‖V ‖r,
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we deduce

−∆ + V ⊥M ≥
(

1− ρM + 1

ρM + α
ρ−rM ‖V ‖r

)
(ρM + α)− α,

≥ ρM + α− (ρM + 1)ρ−rM ‖V ‖r − α,
≥ ρM − (ρM + 1)ρ−rM ‖V ‖r,

from which we obtain the result. �

Now, we introduce the Sobolev spaces Hsper of periodic real functions resp. dis-
tributions which can be characterized in a simple way using Fourier series: for
s ∈ R, we have

Hsper :=

{
v =

∑
k∈R∗

v̂kek

∣∣∣∣ ∀ k ∈ R∗ : v̂−k = v̂k, ‖v‖Hsper <∞
}
, (86)

where the norm ‖v‖Hsper is given by the Hsper inner product is defined by

∀u, v ∈ Hsper, (u, v)Hsper :=
∑
k∈R∗

(1 + |k|2)sukvk.

Lemma 13. If V ∈ Hsper for some s ∈ R, then V satisfies Assumption 1 for all
r ≥ 0 satisfying s ≥ r − 1 and s > −2(1− r) + d/2 resp.

r ≤ s+ 1 and r < 1 +
s

2
− d

4
, (87)

where d is the spatial dimension. Moreover,

‖V ‖r ≤ Cr,s‖V ‖Hsper .

Proof. From [17, Theorem 1.4.4.2], for any s1, s2 ≥ t, such that s1 + s2 > t+ d/2,
there exists Cs1,s2,t > 0 such that for all u ∈ Hs1per, v ∈ Hs2per, then uv ∈ Htper and

‖uv‖Htper ≤ Cs1,s2,t‖u‖Hs1per‖v‖Hs2per .

Hence if V ∈ Hsper, s > −2(1− r) + d/2, and s ≥ r− 1, then there exists Cr,s such
that

‖V ‖r = sup
ψ∈H1−r

per

‖V ψ‖H−1+r
per

‖ψ‖H1−r
per

≤ Cr,s‖V ‖Hsper ,

which implies the estimate in the lemma. �

Proof of Proposition 1. For each λ such that λ < κM , UM(λ) can be written as the
product of five bounded operators: −PM(−∆+1)1/2−r/2, (−∆+1)−1/2+r/2V (−∆+
1)−1/2+r/2, (−∆+1)1/2−r/2P⊥M(H⊥M−λ)−1P⊥M(−∆+1)1/2−r/2, (−∆+1)−1/2+r/2V (−∆+
1)−1/2+r/2, (−∆ + 1)1/2−r/2PM . Therefore, UM(λ) is a well-defined operator. �
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